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A bstract
We give algorithms for generating unbiased random permutations of certain types, 
such as
• Permutations with prescribed parity.
• Permutations modulo cyclic shifts.
• Permutations modulo reversal.
• Permutations with prescribed elements in one cycle.
• Permutations with prescribed elements in distinct cycles.
• Permutations with prescribed sets of elements in distinct cycles.
• Permutations with prescribed cycle type.
• Permutations with even or odd number of cycles.
• Permutations with prescribed number of cycles.
• Permutations with r inversions modulo m where 2 < m < n (where n is the 
length of the permutation).
• Connected (indecomposable) permutations.
• Self-inverse permutations (involutions).
• Permutations with prescribed maximal cycle spectrum.
• Permutations with all cycles of minimum length m.
All algorithms appear to be new and many have optimal (linear) complexity. Imple­
mentations are given which can easily be translated into the programming language 
of the reader’s choice.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
Algorithms for the generation of all combinatorial objects are known for most of 
the standard types such as combinations, integer partitions, or permutations (for 
example, see [23], [19], or [2]). These algorithms are often used for either testing 
purposes or as building blocks for the generation of structures based on the respective 
combinatorial objects.
The fast growth of the number of objects, however, usually makes the actual gener­
ation of all objects infeasible in practice. Therefore algorithms for unbiased random 
generation are desirable. Such algorithms for random subsets, combinations, compo­
sitions, permutations, integer partitions, set partitions, and unlabeled rooted trees 
are given in [19].
In this thesis we restrict our attention to the random generation of special types of 
permutations, such as involutions.
In the following the year of publication is given in parentheses. An algorithm for the 
unbiased generation of a random permutation by a computer was given by Dursten- 
feld (1964) [7]. Note that Knuth [13, alg. P, sect. 3.4.2] attributes the algorithm 
to Fisher and Yates (1938) [9]. The problem of generating random permutations in 
external memory is treated in [11] (2008). An algorithm for cyclic permutations was 
given by Sattolo (1986) [25].
Given the relative ease by which these algorithms are found one may suspect that 
algorithms for the random generation of special types of permutations such as invo­
lutions or permutations with minimum cycles length would be known. However, as 
of the time of this writing only two such algorithms can be found in the literature: 
Diaconis et.al. (2001) [6, prop. 2.3, p. 201] give an algorithm for permutations where 
an element can be displaced by at most one unit (Fibonacci permutations) and 
Martinez et.al. (2008) [15] for permutations without fixed points (derangements).
The lack of such algorithms is even more striking as statistical properties of combi­
natorial objects is an area of active research and there even is a book on statistics 
of permutations by Bona (2004) [3].
The main reason for this appears to be the fact that the algorithms for permuta­
tions and cyclic permutations have an unusually simple structure. For most of the 
algorithms presented we need to keep track of a set of elements whose processing has 
not yet finished (see section 5.1 on page 25), some branching probabilities have to 
be computed (see section 9.2 on page 56 for the case of involutions), and the specific
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constructions in the (recursive or iterative) steps have to be identified (see section 
11.3 on page 71 for derangements).
The computation of each probability needs to be done in 0(1) time to obtain the best 
complexity. Indeed all of the important algorithms presented have linear complexity 
which is optimal. These can be expected to appear in all software packages dealing 
with combinatorial structures, such as computer algebra systems.
3Chapter 2
N otation, terminology, and 
conventions
2.1 Basic definitions and notation
The group Sn of all bijections from the set of n elements to itself is called the 
symmetric group. A permutation P  is an element of Sn. In the description of the 
algorithms and for the implementations we take the set of n elements as either 
{0, 1 . . . ,  n — 1} or {1, 2, . . . ,  n}. A standard form to write down a particular 
permutation is the two-line notation
0 1 2 3 n — 1
P(0) P(l) P(2) P(3) ••• p(n -  1)
The permutation that fixes all elements is the identical permutation (or identity) 
l n, the unit in Sn. The group multiplication of Sn is given by the composition of 
permutations as follows: For P and Q in Sn define R = Q P via
r(i) := q(p(i)) ( 2 .2)
The inverse P _1 of P E Sn is the permutation such that P P _1 = P “1 P  = ln. The 
inverse is computed by swapping the upper and lower row in the two-line notation, 
followed by sorting with respect to the upper line. For example, the inverse of
/0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9\  
\ 4 3 2 0 1 9 8 5 6 7 / (2.3)
/4  3 2 0 1 9 8 5 6  7 \ _ / 0  1 2 3 4 5 6  78 9 \
\ 0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9/  ~ \ 3 4 2 1 0 7 8  96 5 /   ^ ’
We write P J (j G Z) for the j-fold composition of P  with itself, where P° is the 
identity and PJ = (P -1) J for j  < 0.
Every permutation P  is the union of disjoint cycles (because pku{u) = u for some 
ku, where ku is the length of the cycle containing u). The cycle notation of P  is
(u, p(u), p2(u), P k u ~ ' ( u ) ' j  (v, p(vj.  p2(v) . . . .  Pk‘ ~'(v))  ■■■ (2.5)
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For example, the permutation P € <Sio whose cycle notation is
(0,4,1,3) (2) (5,9,7) (6,8) (2.6)
has the two-line notation given as relation (2.3). There is some degree of freedom 
in the cycle notation. Firstly, cyclic shifts (notationally!) of a cycle do not change 
it, for example, (1,2,3), (2,3,1), and (3,1,2) all denote the same cycle. Secondly, 
the order of the cycles is irrelevant.
There are four forms of normalization that are used in practice: starting with small­
est element, ending with smallest, starting with largest, or ending with largest. To 
make the notation unique, we start each cycle with the smallest element it contains, 
and order the cycles by their first elements. If a cycle is written (or represented 
in memory) such that it starts with its smallest element, we say it is in normalized 
form.
A cycle of length 1 is called a fixed point of a permutation. We call a cycle of length 
k a k-cycle.
2.2 R ep resen ta tion  in a com puter
To represent a permutation in computer memory we mostly use the array notation 
(or one-line notation), obtained by omitting the top line in the two-line notation:
To represent the cycle form of a permutation without extra memory (needed to mark 
the cycle ends), the following convention can be used: write each cycle so that it 
ends with its smallest element (normalization) and sort the cycles with respect to 
their last elements. We call this form the canonical cycle form (CCF). For example,
is the CCF of the permutation in (2.3). The array (spaces to highlight cycle ends)
would be the computer representation of this CCF. The same data can also be 
interpreted as array notation of the (in general different) permutation
lp(0), p( 1), p(2), . . . ,  p(n -  1)] (2.7)
(4,1,3,0) (2) (9,7,5) (8,6) ( 2 .8 )
[4,1,3,0, 2, 9,7,5, 8,6] (2.9)
( 2 . 10)
The bijection via the two interpretations will sometimes be useful in itself.
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2.3 T he cycle  ty p e
The cycle type (or simply type) of a permutation € Sn is the sequence C =  [ci, C2 . . . ,  Cn] 
where cjt is the number of cycles of length k. We necessarily have
n
n =  lc i  +  2c2 +  . . .  + nCn = ^ f c c fc (2-11)
f c = i
So C corresponds to an integer partition of n. For the number m of cycles we have
n
m = ^ 2  ck (2-12)
k=1
The number Znyc  of permutations of n elements with type C equals [3, p. 80]
Zn,c
n! _  n!
ci! c2! C3! . . .  c j  l Cl 2c2 3C3 . . .  nCn n*=i cfc- ^Cfc
(2.13)
The exponential generating function exp(L(z)) where
00 , ^
k=1
gives detailed information about all cycle types [24, p. 68]:
OO
exp(L(z)) =  J 2  { Zn,c Y [ t ck )
n = 0 . C
The exponent of tf. indicates how many cycles of length k are present in the given 
cycle type. For example, the coefficient of zA is
( l  T 6 12 1j T 8 £3 ii T 3 12 T 6 £4) /24 (2.15)
That is, there is one permutation € £4 with four fixed points, six with two fixed 
points and one 2-cycle, eight with one fixed point and one 3-cycle, and so on.
z l
n!
(2.14b)
2.4 S tirling  cycle  num bers
The number of permutations of n elements into m cycles is given by the (unsigned) 
Stirling numbers of the first kind (or Stirling cycle numbers) s(n,m). The first few 
are shown in figure 2.1. We have s(l, 1) = 1 and [4, p. 214]
s(n, m) — s(n — 1, m — 1) + (n — 1) s(n — 1, m) (2.16)
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n to ta l m= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1 1
2 2 1 1
3 6 2 3 1
4 24 6 11 6 1
5 120 24 50 35 10 1
6 720 120 274 225 85 15 1
7 5040 720 1764 1624 735 175 21 1
8 40320 5040 13068 13132 6769 1960 322 28 1
9 362880 40320 109584 118124 67284 22449 4536 546 36 1
Figure 2.1: Stirling numbers of the first kind s(n, m) (Stirling cycle numbers).
for n > 0 and m > 0, and s(n,0) =  s(0,m) =  0 except for s(0,0) =  1. We have
s(n ,m )xm = x n where (2.17a)
m = 1
n —1
xn — (x 4  m) (2.17b)
m = 0
A generating function for the Stirling cycle numbers is given by
oo oo /  n  \
y ^ e n xn =  I y ^ s ( n , m ) e m J xn (2.18a)
n=0 n= 0  \m = 0 /
= 1 4  e x 4  (e 4  e2) x2 -I- (2e 4  3e2 4  e3) x3 4  (2.18b)
4- (6e 4  l ie 2 4  6e3 4  e4) x4 4  
4  (24e 4  50e2 4  35e3 4  10e4 4  e3) x3 4  . . .
2.5 T ranspositions and parity
A transposition is a permutation e Sn that consists of a 2-cycle and n — 2 fixed 
points. The minimal number of transpositions whose composition is a k-cycle is 
k — 1. Write tr(P ) for the minimal number of transpositions whose composition is 
a permutation P  €  Sn of cycle type C. We have
n
tr(P ) =  y^C fc(fe-l) (2.19)
k=l
For a permutation P  with m cycles we have (use tr(P ) =  Y ^= i (ck k — cjfc), relations 
(2.11) and (2.12))
tr(P ) =  n — m  (2.20)
The (nontrivial) homomorphism from Sn into the group of the two elements 0 and 
1 with addition modulo 2 defines the parity of a permutation. The parity is 0 or 1
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if tr(P) is even or odd, respectively. An equivalent notion is that of the sign of a 
permutation, which is +1 or —1 in the respective cases (using the homomorphism 
into the group with elements +1 and —1 with multiplication).
The subgroup A n G *5n of permutations with even parity is called the alternating 
group. Permutations P G A n are called even permutations (tr(P) is even). There 
are n!/2 such permutations. Permutations P £ A n are called odd permutations.
2.6 U niform  p rojection s
A projection is a map /  such that f 2 = f .  We call a projection uniform if the 
number of preimages is the same for every image. For example, let k < n and /  be 
the map that sorts the first k elements. Then /  is uniform because every image has 
k\ preimages. The number of preimages of each image of a uniform projection will 
be called the quotient of the projection.
If we have an algorithm for the unbiased random generation of elements a € A and 
a uniform projection /  onto B C A then an unbiased random element b G B can be 
computed as f(a).
2.7 M ixed  radix and factorial num bers
r i s i n g fact f a l l i n g  fact
0 [ . . 3 I • . 3
1 [ 1 . ] [ 1 . 3
2 [ • 1 . 1 C 2 . 3
3 [ 1 1 . ] [ 3 . 3
4 [ . 2 . ] [ • 1 . 3
5 [ 1 2 . ] [ 1 1 . 3
6 [ . 1 ] t 2 1 . 3
7 t 1 1 ] [ 3 1 . 3
8 c . i 1 ] [ . 2 . 3
9 [ 1 l 1 ] [ 1 2 . 3
10 [ . 2 1 3 [ 2 2 . 3
11 [ 1 2 1 3 [ 3 2 . 3
12 [ . 2 3 [ . 1 3
13 [ 1 2 3 C 1 1 3
14 [ • i 2 3 [ 2 1 3
15 [ 1 1 2 3 [ 3 1 3
16 [ . 2 2 3 [ . i 1 3
17 [ 1 2 2 3 C 1 1 1 3
18 c . 3 3 C 2 1 1 3
19 [ 1 3 3 [ 3 1 1 3
20 c . i 3 3 [ . 2 1 3
21 C 1 l 3 3 [ 1 2 1 3
22 [ . 2 3 3 [ 2 2 1 3
23 [ 1 2 3 3 [ 3 2 1 3
Figure 2.2: Nonnegative integers < 24 expressed in rising (left) and falling (right)
factorial base. Dots denote zeros. The least significant digits appear on the left.
The mixed radix representation A = [ao, ai, a.2 , . . . ,  an_i] of an integer x with respect
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to a radix vector M  =  [mo, m i, m2 , . . . ,  mn_i] is given by
n —1 k— 1* = n a k n
k=0 j =0
( 2.21)
where 0 < aj < nrij (and 0 <  x <  n"=o mj> so that n digits suffice). Note that 
m n - 1 is not used in the relation but it determines the range of values of an-i-  For 
M  =  [r, r, r , . . . ,  r] the relation reduces to the radix-r representation:
n—1
x =  ^ a & r fc (2.22)
k= 0
We will use the rising factorial base M  =  [2,3,4, . . . ] and the falling factorial base 
M  =  [. . . ,  4,3,2]. If the order of the radices is irrelevant we will just talk about the 
factorial base. Figure 2.2 shows the factorial representation of the integers < 24.
These factorial numbers with n — 1 digits can represent all integers k where 0 < k < 
n! which highlights their importance for permutations. Several bijections between 
factorial numbers and permutations are known. We will use two of them.
2.8 R anking and unranking
Let L be the list of combinatorial objects in some (fixed) order. A ranking algorithm 
takes a combinatorial object as input and computes the index (rank) of the object 
in the list.
For example, the rightmost column of figure 2.2 shows the (length-4) permutations 
in lexicographic order (input), and the leftmost column gives the ranks of the per­
mutations (output).
An unranking algorithm does the converse, its input is the rank and its output is 
the corresponding combinatorial object.
2.9 Sym bol for ‘p reced es’
Let W  be a word of distinct letters containing both letters u and v. We write
u -< v (2.23)
if u precedes v. All words where u -< v have the form [.AuBvC ] where A, B, and C  
denote words of arbitrary length (including the empty word).
In a permutation in array form, u -< v if u =  p(k), v =  p(j),  and k <  j .
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2.10 C yclic sh ifts
A cyclic shift by k positions of a vector
[ao> ®i> • • • •> l] (2.24)
is the vector
[a 0 —fci O l — • • • > a n —1 — k] (2.25)
where subscripts are to be taken modulo n. For example, the cyclic shift by one 
position (cyclic right shift) of [a,b,c,d\ is [d,a,b,c].
2.11 Specification s and floating-point m odel
All algorithms sample uniformly (unbiased), except where stated otherwise (e.g. 
Algorithm 6.6 on page 34). All algorithms generate permutations in array form 
except where stated otherwise (e.g. Algorithm 4.5 on page 23).
Many of the algorithms given here work with floating-point numbers (C-type double) 
to represent real numbers. Due to the imprecision and roundoff-errors the achieved 
uniformity is not perfect (even if the random numbers are assumed to be perfect). 
For all practical purposes the uniformity should suffice, and floating-point numbers 
of higher (but fixed) precision can be used for even better uniformity.
With sufficient floating-point precision the limiting factor is rather the periodicity 
of the pseudorandom number generator (PRNG). Even for PRNGs with very long 
periods only a subset of all possible permutations (of sufficient length) is possibly 
generated. This problem can be mitigated by using a source of entropy to prevent 
periodicity.
Perfect uniformity requires both exact arithmetic (e.g. rationals) and a perfect source 
of random numbers. With exact arithmetic, however, the complexity of the algo­
rithms will in general be worse because of computations with rapidly growing num­
bers. Another approach to perfect uniformity is the use of interval arithmetic, see 
[5]. No attempt for perfect uniformity is made in this thesis.
2.12 Sym bols, auxiliary  routines, and further rem arks
Most implementations are given in the C++ language. Only a minimum of features 
beyond plain C are used: essentially only templates and (for the auxiliary routines 
in appendix A on page 77 and B on page 81) simple classes. For implementations 
where the details might obscure the underlying algorithm, the GP language [21] is 
used. A short introduction into the GP language is given in [2, app. C].
In the C++ implementations the type long unsigned in t is abbreviated as ulong. 
They are part of the FXT library [1].
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In the algorithms the symbol Z(k) stands for a uniform random integer € { 0 , 1 , ,  k— 
1}, the corresponding C++ function is rand_idx(k), the GP function is random(k).
The symbol R() stands for a uniform random real t where 0 < t < 1, the corre­
sponding C++ function is randOlO.
The floating-point type used in C++ implementations is the type double, the IEEE 
double precision number having a 53-bit significand (mantissa).
The symbol := is used for assignment in the algorithms and comments appear in 
parenthesis, for example:
1. Set k' := k — 1 (there are k' elements left to process).
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Chapter 3
All perm utations and cyclic 
perm utations
We recall the known algorithms for generating random permutations and random 
cyclic permutations. We also give some algorithms that can be obtained from these 
via uniform projections, such as algorithms for permutations with prescribed parity, 
permutations modulo cyclic shift, and permutations modulo reversal.
3.1 A rbitrary p erm u tation s
A random permutation P = [p(0),p(l),. ..  ,p{n — 1)] G Sn can be computed as 
follows:
Algorithm 3.1 (PermS). Generate a random permutation P G Sn.
1. Set S  := {0 ,1 ,..., n — 1}.
2. For k := 0 ,1 ,... ,  n — 1, do:
Select a random element s G S  and remove it from S. Set p(k) := s.
The first element (p(0)) is uniformly sampled from all n elements G S', the second 
from the n — 1 elements ^  p(0), and so on. There are n! different ways the algorithm 
can proceed, and there are n! permutations altogether. □
A practical variant is the following iterative algorithm:
Algorithm 3.2 (Perml). Generate a random permutation P  G Sn.
1. Set P := l n (identical permutation).
2. For k := n, n — 1 , . . . ,  2 do:
Set i := Z(k) (random i G {0 ,1 ,..., k — 1}). Swap p(i) with p(k — 1).
This form is due to Durstenfeld [7], it is usually called Fisher-Yates shuffle, some­
times also Knuth shuffle see [13, alg. P, sect. 3.4.2]. An alternative version of the 
method is (again see [13, alg. P, sect. 3.4.2])
Algorithm 3.3 (PermO). Generate a random permutation P G Sn.
1. Set P := l n-
2. For k := 1 ,2 ,..., n — 1 do:
Set i := Z(k -f 1) (t G {0 ,1 ,..., k}). Swap p(i) with p(k).
* 
O
S
O
O
O
-
J
O
iC
n
^
W
tO
M
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With both methods we can omit the initialization of P as long as P contains data 
corresponding to a valid permutation on entry.
If the cycle form of a random permutation is required, simply interpret the data as 
canonical cycle form as defined in section 2.2.
To randomly permute an array, one could generate a random permutation and apply 
it to the array. However, there is a more direct way.
Algorithm 3.4 (PermlF). Apply a random permutation to the elements in F =
[/(0), / ( l ) ......../ ( n - 1 ) ] .
1. For k := n ,n  — 1 ,.. . ,  2 do:
Set i := Z (k) (iE  {0,1,. . .» k -  1}). Swap f(i) with f (k  -  1). 
An implementation is
template <typename Type>
void random_permute(Type *f, ulong n)
// Randomly permute the elements of f []. 
{ for (ulong k=n; k>l; — k)
{ const ulong i = rand_idx(k); 
swap2(f [k-1], f[i]);
>>
For the routine corresponding to Algorithm 3.3, replace the loop by
for (ulong k=l; k<n; ++k)
{ const ulong i = rand_idx(k+l); 
swap2(f [k] , f [i] ) ;
>
A Routine for applying a permutation in-place to an array F (i.e. avoiding a tem­
porary copy of F) is given in [2, sect. 2.4].
3.2 P erm u tation s o f a m ultiset
The algorithms can also be used to generate a unbiased random permutation of a 
multiset, as ignoring the order between certain elements corresponds to a uniform 
projection. Consider a multiset with k kinds of elements and mj  elements of kind 
j  where 1 < j  < k. In any permutation the mj  elements of kind j  occupy mj  
distinct positions. If these elements were distinguishable there would be mj\ ways 
to arrange them. As we cannot distinguish the elements of one type, there are mj\ 
permutations that correspond to each permutation of the multiset. The same is true 
for all kinds of elements, so there are permutations of the multiset,
which is well known.
Another way to see this is by the following (unnecessarily complicated) algorithm: 
Algorithm 3.5 (MSetPerm). Generate a random permutation of a multiset with k 
kinds of elements and mj elements of kind j  where 1 < j  < k.
_ L,
1. Set n := z2j=i 171 j • Generate a random permutation E Sn.
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2. Replace the mi smallest elements with kind 0, the m2 smallest of the remaining 
elements with kind 1, and so on.
The last step is a uniform projection with quotient mi! m2 ! • • • m !^. □
3.3 Prefix of a permutation
If in a random permutation of a length-n vector F only the first m elements (the 
m-prefix of F) are of interest, then O(m) operations suffice [22]:
Algorithm 3.6 (PrefM). Compute m-prefix where 1 < m < n — 1 of a random 
permutation of the elements in F =  [/(0), /(1), . . . ,  f in  — 1)].
1. For k := 0 ,1 , . . . ,  m — 1 do:
Set i := k +  Z(n — k) (i € {k, k +  1 , . . . ,  n — 1}). Swap f(i)  with f(k).
The element /(0) is randomly selected from all n elements, /(1) is selected from all 
n — 1 remaining elements, and so on. □
If m =  n — 1 we simply obtain a random permutation of all elements.
3.4 Permutation modulo cyclic shifts
If we consider all cyclic shifts (see section 2.10 on page 9) of a permutation as 
equivalent, we can use the convention of always having the largest element last. 
Then a random permutation (modulo the implied equivalence) in array form is 
obtained by randomly permuting all but the last element.
Algorithm 3.7 (PermCS). Generate a random permutation modulo cyclic shifts.
1. Set P  := l n.
2. For k := n — 1, n — 2 , . . . ,  2 do:
Set i := Z(k) (i € (0 ,1 , . . . ,  k — 1}). Swap p(i) with p(k — 1).
The algorithm is obtained by omitting the first step (k = n) in the loop of Algorithm 
3.2.
3.5 Cyclic permutations
A permutation P  € Sn that consists of a single cycle of length n is called a cyclic 
permutation. Generating a random cyclic permutation is no harder than generating 
an arbitrary permutation, we just have to make sure that a swap happens in every 
step:
Algorithm 3.8 (CyclicS). Generate a random cyclic permutation.
1. Set S := {1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 1}. Set C := (0) (a length-1 cycle).
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2. Until S  is empty, do:
Select a random element s € S  and remove it from S.
Append s to the cycle C.
The algorithm is usually given in this form:
A lgorithm  3.9 (Cyclicl). Generate a random cyclic permutation.
1. Set P  := l n.
2. For k := n — 1, n — 2 , . . . ,  1 do:
Set i := Z (k) (i e { 0 ,1 ,.. . ,  k — 1}). Swap p(i) with p(k).
This variant is called Sattolo’s algorithm, for a proof of its validity see [25].
We now give a slightly different form which is easy to prove correct. The basic 
ingredient is the following: Let p(i) and p(k) be elements of different cycles of a 
permutation P  of lengths U and Ik, respectively. Let T  be the transposition of the 
positions i and k. Then Q := T  P  has a cycle of length + Ik that contains both 
p(i) and p(k). That is, a swap of two elements in different cycles joins the cycles. 
A lgorithm  3.10 (CyclicO). Generate a random cyclic permutation.
1. Set P  := l n.
2. For k := 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 1 do:
Set i := Z(k) (i € { 0 ,1 ,..., k — 1}). Swap p(i) with p(k).
Only cyclic permutations are generated: Step k in the loop joins p(k) =  k (a fixed 
point) with the length-/c cycle given by p (0 ),p (l) ,. . .  ,p(k — 1). Thereby after step 
k the permutation contains a single cycle consisting of the first k + 1 elements 
0,1, . . . ,  k. All cyclic permutation are generated: At step k the random number 
Z(k) can have k different values, each creating a different (fc + l)-cycle. So there are 
l - 2 - 3 - - - ( n  — l) =  (n — 1)! different permutations the method can generate, and 
there are (n — 1)! cyclic permutations altogether. □
The following implementation corresponds to Algorithm 3.10, it permutes the ele­
ments of an array F\
1 template <typename Type>
void random_permute_cyclic(Type *f, ulong n)
// Permute the elements of f by a random cyclic permutation.
{ for (ulong k=l; k<n; ++k)
{ const ulong i = rand_idx(k); 
swap2(f [k] , f Ci] );
>>
for (ulong k=n-l; k>0; — k)
{
const ulong i = rand_idx(k); 
swap2(f[k], f [i]);
To compute a cyclic permutation, use
1 inline void random_cyclic_permutation(ulong *f, ulong n)
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2 // Create a random permutation that is cyclic.
3 {
4 for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) f[k] = k;
5 random_permute_cyclic(f, n);
6 >
The normalized cycle form of a random cyclic permutation can of course be computed 
by randomly permuting all elements except the first (or the last, as in Algorithm 
3.7). If the cycle is not required to be normalized, then also a random permutation 
of all elements can be used.
The following algorithm applies a cyclic permutation to a subset of F.
Algorithm 3.11 (Cyclic-Positionsl). Apply a random cyclic permutation to those 
np > 2 elements in F = [/(0), /(1), . . . ,  f(n  — 1)] whose positions are given in 
Ps =  [Pa(0),Pa(l) , . . . ,Pa(np -  1)].
1. Set nr := np (number of remaining elements).
2. Set to := 0 (cycle leader, no need to take random position).
3. Set nr := nr — 1. If nr = 0 then return.
4. Set i\ := Z(nr) (0 < i\ < nr). Swap f{p3(io)) with f (ps(ii)) (extend cycle).
5. Swap ps{io) with ps(nr) (remove p3(io) from set).
6. Set io := i\ and go to step 3.
The removal of elements from the set can be avoided as follows.
Algorithm 3.12 (Cyclic-PositionsO). Apply a random cyclic permutation to those 
np > 2 elements in F = [/(0), / ( l ) ,  . . . ,  /(n  — 1)] whose positions are given in 
Ps =  [pa(0),pa( l ) , . . . ,p a(np -  1)].
1. Set k := 0.
2. Set k := k 4- 1. If k = np then return.
3. Set i := Z(k) (0 < i < k). Swap f (ps(k)) with f (ps{i)) (extend cycle).
4. Go to step 2.
An implementation is
1 template ctypename Type>
void random_permute_positions_cyclic(Type *f, ulong np, const ulong *ps) 
// Randomly permute the np elements f[ps[0]], f[ps[l], ..., f[ps[np-lj]
// by a cyclic permutation.
{
for (ulong k=l; k<np; ++k)
const ulong i = rand_idx(k); 
swap2(f [ps [k] ] , f [ps [i] ] );
>
>
For the arbitrary and cyclic permutations we gave versions of the algorithms (Al­
gorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 3.8) that involve manipulations of a set. However, the 
practical versions did not need these operations, so Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm
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3.8 might appear unnecessarily complicated. We will see that for other types of 
permutations we usually do need to keep track of the set of unprocessed elements.
3.6 P erm u tation s w ith  given  parity
To generate a permutation with prescribed parity we modify Algorithm 3.3 to keep 
track of the parity of the permutation generated: whenever two distinct elements 
are swapped the parity changes. If the generated permutation does not have the 
right parity we swap the first two elements of it.
Algorithm 3.13 (PermPar). Generate a random permutation P G *Sn (n > 2) with 
prescribed parity e.
1. Set P := l n. Set g := 0 (parity of the generated permutation).
2. For k := 1 ,2 ,..., n — 1 do:
Set i := Z(k + 1) (i £ {0 ,1 ,..., A:}).
If i ^  k then swap p(i) with p(k) and set g := 1 — g (parity changed).
3. If g ^  e then swap p(0) with p(l) (fix parity via a transposition T).
The last step is a uniform projection with quotient 2, it corresponds to a multiplica­
tion (by a transposition) in the group *S„. The transposition T  in the last step is odd. 
We either obtain one of the n!/2 permutations with required parity e, and return it, 
or the permutation has the wrong parity and composition with T  changes the parity 
to e. As a map between the even and odd permutations, T  is a bijection. □
The algorithm can be used to generate a permutation where the parity of the number 
m of cycles is prescribed. With t for the number of transpositions we have n = t + m, 
by relation (2.20). If n is even then m and t are simultaneously even or odd, else m 
is even if and only if t is odd.
There seems to be no easy way to generalize the method to generate permutations 
satisfying other modulo conditions for their number of transpositions, as the distri­
butions are nonuniform.
3.7 P erm u tation s m odulo  reversal
A natural dual of Algorithm 3.13 is the following.
Algorithm 3.14 (PermRev). Generate a random permutation P G Sn (n > 2) 
where 0 ^ 1 .
1. Generate a random permutation P.
2. Find io and i\ such that p{io) = 0 and p(i\) = 1, respectively.
3. If io > i\ then swap p(io) with p(i\)  (fix order).
The last step is a uniform projection with quotient 2. □
An implementation is
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1 inline void random_ord01_permutation(ulong *p, ulong n)
// Random permutation such that elements 0 and 1 are in order.{
random_permutation(p, n); 
ulong t = 0; 
while ( p[t]>l ) ++t;
if ( p[t]==0 ) return; // already in correct order 
p[t] =0;
do { ++t; } while ( p[t]!=0 );
10 p[t] = 1;
11 >
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Chapter 4
P utting elem ents into cycles
We give algorithms for generating random permutations with conditions on which 
elements lie in the same or in distinct cycles. The central ingredients are the bijection 
between array form and canonical cycle form, and uniform projections by sorting 
certain elements.
4.1 C onversion b etw een  array form  and C C F
For the following algorithms we need a routine for the conversion to the canonical 
cycle form (CCF). The variables lc and nc are scalars and respectively correspond 
to lc  and nc in the implementation.
A lgorithm  4.1 (Perm2CCF). Convert permutation P  E Sn given in array form to 
canonical cycle form (written to length-n array C).
1. Set B  := [0,0, . . . ,  0] (length n, tag array for marking elements as processed).
2. Set m := 0 (minimum value of unprocessed elements).
3. Set j  := 0 (position in C ).
4. Set lc := m (next cycle; m is last element in cycle to be processed).
5. Set nc := p(lc) (next element in cycle).
6. Set C(j)  := nc and j  := j  +  1.
7. Set lc := nc and B(lc) 1 (mark lc as processed).
8. If lc 7^  m  then go to step 5.
9. (Find smallest unprocessed element:)
for i := m +  1 . . . ,  n — 1 do: if B(i) =  0 then set m := i and go to step 4.
The time complexity is 0 (n )  which is optimal.
The implementation uses a bit-array (described in appendix A on page 77): 
voidperm2ccf(const ulong *p, ulong n, ulong *c, bitarray *tb/*=0*/)
// Convert permutation in p[] (array form) into 
// canonical cycle form (CCF), written to c [].
{ bitarray * b = tb;
■—KM
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if ( 0==tb ) b = new bitaxray(n); 
b->clear_all();
ulong m = 0; // minimum of unprocessed elements (==cycle end)
ulong j = 0; // position in c[]
while ( m!=n )
{
ulong lc = m; // last in cycle
do
{ ulong nc = pflc]; // next in cycle
c[j] = nc;
++jilc = nc;
b->set(lc); // mark as processed
>while ( lc!=m ); 
m = b->next_clear(m+l);
>
if ( 0==tb ) delete b;
>
The algorithm for the other direction also has complexity 0 (n );
A lgorithm  4.2 (CCF2Perm). Convert permutation € Sn given in canonical cycle 
form (as length-n array C ) to array form (written to array P).
1. Set B  := [0,0, . . . ,  0] (length n, tag array for marking elements as processed).
2. Set m := 0 (minimum value of unprocessed elements).
3. Set j  := 0 (position in C).
4. Set lc := m  (next cycle; m is last element in cycle to be processed).
5. Set nc := C (j) (next element in cycle) and j  := j  +  1.
6. Set P (lc) := nc.
7. Set lc := nc and B (lc) := 1 (mark lc as processed).
8. If lc ^  m  then go to step 5.
9. (Find smallest unprocessed element:)
for j  := m 4- 1 , . . . ,  n — 1 do: if B(j )  =  0 then set m := j  and go to step 4.
An implementation is
void
ccf2perm(const ulong *c, ulong n, ulong *p, bitarray *tb/*=0*/)
// Convert permutation in canonical cycle form (CCF) in c[] into 
// array form, written to p[] .
{ bitarray * b = tb; 
if ( 0==tb ) b = new bitaxray(n); 
b->clear_all();
10 ulong m = 0; // minimum of unprocessed elements (==cycle end)
11 ulong j = 0; // position in c[]
12 while ( j!=n )
13 {
14 ulong lc = m; // last in cycle
15 do
16 {
17 ulong nc = c[j]; // next in cycle
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+ + j;
p [lc] = nc; 
lc = nc;
b->set(lc); // mark as processed
while ( lc!=m ); // until cycle end
m = b->next_clear(m+1); // ==n if no clear bit present
if ( 0==tb ) delete b;
4.2 P rescribed  e lem en ts in one cycle
An easy extension of Algorithm 3.14 is to let all elements € { l , . . . , / c  — 1} precede
0.
Algorithm 4.3 (InOneCycle). Generate a random permutation P  G Sn such that
1 .2 .. . . ,  k — 1 all precede 0.
1. Generate a random permutation P.
2. Find io and ii such that p(io) = 0 and ii is the position of the last element
e { 0 , l .......k -  1}.
3. Swap p(io) with p(ii).
Step 3 is a uniform projection with quotient k. □
Interpreted as canonical cycle form, P has a cycle containing all elements 0,1, . . . ,  k —
1 (all elements preceding 0 are in the same cycle as 0 and we guaranteed that
1.2. .  . . ,  k — 1 all precede 0).
An implementation is
1 inline void random_lastk_permutation(ulong *p, ulong n, ulong k)
// Random permutation such that 0 appears as last of the k smallest elements. 
// Must have k<=n.{ random_permutation(p, n); 
if ( k<=l ) return;
ulong p0=0, pl=0; // position of 0, and last (in k smallest elements)
for (ulong t=0, j=0; j<k; ++t)
10 {11 if ( p[t]<k )
12
13 pi = t; // update position of last
14 if ( p[t]==0 ) { p 0 = t ; }  // record position of 0
15 ++j; // j out of k smallest found
16 >17 >
18 // here t is the position of the last of the k smallest elements
19
20 >
swap2( p [pO], p[pi] );
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4.3  P rescrib ed  e lem en ts in d istin ct cycles
Another extension of Algorithm 3.14 is to fix the order of the elements 0 , 1 , ,  k — 1. 
A lgorithm  4.4 (InDistinctCycles). Generate a random permutation P & Sn such 
that 0 ^ H 2 x  . . .  -< k — 1.
1. Generate a random permutation P.
2. Set e := 0 and j  := 0.
3. While e < k do: (fix order of elements 0 ,1 , . . . ,  k — 1)
(a) If p (j) < k then (an element < k was found)
set p(j) := e (write next element in the sequence 0 ,1 , . . . ,  k — 1) 
and set e := e + 1 (next in sequence).
(b) Set j  : = j  + 1.
Step 3 is a uniform projection with quotient k\. □
The time complexity is O(n). Interpreted as canonical cycle form, P  contains k 
distinct cycles, each containing exactly one element < k. An implementation is
1 inline void random_ordk_permutation(ulong *p, ulong n, ulong k)
2 // Random permutation such that the k smallest elements are in order.
3 // Must have k<=n.4 {5 random_permutation(p, n);
6 for (ulong j=0,e=0; e<k; ++j) if ( p[j]<k ) { p[j]=e; ++e; >
7 >
4.4  P rescribed  se ts  in d istin ct cycles
cycles
[ 1 2 0 4 3 5 ]
[ 1 2 0 4 5 3 ]
[ 1 2 0 5 4 3 ]
[ 1 2 5 0 4 3 ]
[ 1 5 2 0 4 3 ]
[ 2 1 0 4 3 5 ]
[ 2 1 0 4 5 3 ]
[ 2 1 0 5 4 3 ]
[ 2 1 5 0 4 3 ]
[ 2 5 1 0 4 3 ]
[ 5 1 2 0 4 3 ]
[ 5 2 1 0 4 3 ]
F igu re  4.1: All permutations of length 6 elements where the elements 0, 1, and 2
lie in the same cycle Co and the elements 3 and 4 lie in the same cycle C\ ^  Co, in 
canonical cycle form (left) and cycle form (right).
Let D =  [d(0), d(l), . . . ,  d(u — 1)]. We give an algorithm to generate a random per­
mutation where d(0) prescribed elements are in a cycle Go, d(l) prescribed elements 
are in a cycle Ci ^  Go, and so on (u distinct cycles). Without loss of generality we
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choose the d(0) smallest elements for the first cycle, the d( 1) next smaller elements 
for the second cycle, and so on.
Note that the cycles do in general contain elements apart from those guaranteed to 
be contained. Figure 4.1 shows all permutations of length 6 for u =  2, d(0) = 3, and 
d(l) = 2.
For example, with D = [3,4] we need to reorder the first 7 elements such that a -< b 
where a E {0,1,2} and b E {3,4,5,6}, c X 0 where c G {1,2}, and d -< 3 where 
d G {4,5,6}. For each cycle the order of all but the last element will be taken 
at random. We will use an auxiliary vector V for that purpose, for our example 
V = [2,1,0,4,6,5,3] would be valid.
Algorithm 4.5 (SetsInDistinctCycles). Let D = [d(0), d( 1), . . . ,  d{u — 1)] where 
d(j) > 1 (the set specification). Generate a random permutation P G Sn in canonical 
cycle form (CCF) with (at least) u distinct cycles Co, C\, . . . ,  Cu- \  such that 
0 ,1 ,... ,d(0)—1 lie in Co, d(0), d (0 )+ l,...  ,d(0)+d(l) —1 lie in C\, d(0)+d(l),d(0)+ 
d( 1) + 1 ,.. . ,  d(0) + d( 1) + d(2) — 1 lie in C-2, and so on.
2. Set e := 0 and j  := 0.
3. While e < u do: (compute random vector V consistent with specification)
(a) Swap v(j) with v(j + d(e) — 1) (cycle end).
(b) If d(e) > 2 then randomly permute [u(j), v(j + 1), . . . ,  v(j +  d(e) — 2)] 
(make cycle random).
(c) Set j  := j  + d(e). Set e := e + 1.
4. Generate a random permutation P.
5. Set e := 0 and j  := 0.
6. While e <w  do: (sort w smallest elements in P according to V)
The numerator is due to sorting all elements specified by D , the denominator is 
due to the randomization of all but one element in each of the specified cycles. 
For the permutations in figure 4.1 we have q = 5!/(2!l!) =  60, thus 7!/6 = 12
1. Set w := d(u). Set V := ['i’(O), u(l), . . . ,  v(w — 1)] := \ w.
(a) If p(j) < w then set p(j) := v(e) and e := e + 1.
(b) Set j  := j  + 1.
The sorting is a uniform projection with quotient
(4.1)n p i  w )  -  !)•
permutations.
The algorithm has time complexity O(n). An implementation is
□
1
2
inline void random_sdc_permutation(ulong *p, ulong n,
const ulong *d, ulong nd,
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3 ulong *tv=0)
4 // sdc := Sets into Distinct Cycles.
5 //
6 // Let NN-CO.l,...,n-l>,
7 // SO be the set of the d[0] smallest elements of NN,
8 // SI be the set of the d[l] smallest elements of NN \ SO
9 // S2 be the set of the d[2] smallest elements of NN \ { SO union SI }
10 // and so on.
11 // Let mO = min(SO), ml = min(Sl) etc.,
12 // write a « b  for "a precedes b".
13 //
14 // Generate random permutation such that
15 // x «  mO for all elements (!=m0) of SO,
16 // mO «  x << ml for all elements (!=ml) of SI,
17 // ml «  x «  m2 for all elements (!=m2) of S2,
18 // and so on.
19 //
20 // As canonical cycle form (CCF):
21 // The elements of SO are in one cycle CO,
22 // the elements of SI are in one cycle C1!=C0,
23 // the elements of S2 are in one cycle C2!=C1, C2!=C0,
24 // and so on.
ulong w = 0; // number of elements specified via d[]
for (ulong k=0; k<nd; ++k) w += d[k];
ulong *v = tv;
if ( tv==0 ) v = new ulong[w]; 
for (ulong k=0; k<w; ++k) v[k] = k;
ulong e = 0, j = 0; 
while ( e<nd ){ const ulong de = d [e]; 
swap2( vtj], v[j+de-lj ); // cycle end
if ( de>2 ) random_permute( v+j, de-1 ); // make cycle random
j += de; ++e;
>
random_permutation(p, n); 
e = 0; j = 0;
while ( e<w ) // sort w smallest elements in p[] according to v[]{ if ( p[j]<w ) { p[j] =v[e] ; ++e; }
++j;
>
if ( tv==0 ) delete [] v;
25
Chapter 5
Given cycle type
We introduce the techniques for maintaining the set of unprocessed elements and 
for creating random cycles. These are used in many of the algorithms that follow in 
this thesis.
5.1 M ain ten ance o f th e  set
For most of the algorithms we need to keep track of a set S  of the positions of the 
elements not processed so far.
The following two operations should be efficient: unbiased random selection of an 
element s E S  and removal of an element s from the set.
We represent the set 5 as an array R =  [R(0), R( 1), R(2), ...], initially containing all 
positions. During processing the elements still E S will be in positions 0, 1, . . . ,  r — 1 
where r = |S|.
To randomly select an element s, set s := Ri where i =  Z(r) € {0, 1, . . . ,  r — 1}. 
To remove the element s = R(i), swap R(i) with R(r — 1) and set r := r  — 1. Both 
operations are obviously 0(1) which is optimal. This technique is given in [8].
The order of the elements is in general lost during processing. This, however, does 
not interfere with the operations just described.
5.2 O ne cycle  o f prescribed  len gth
We first give an auxiliary algorithm to create a cycle. It is used in the algorithms 
that appear in this chapter.
The subscripted variables ko and kp are scalars. They respectively correspond to 
the variables kO and kp in the implementation.
Algorithm 5.1 (Cycle). Let P be a permutation with r > 1 fixed points. Let 
R = [-R(O), -R(l), R{2), ...] be an array whose first r elements contain the positions 
of the unprocessed elements of P. Generate a random length-c cycle (\ < c < r) 
whose elements are a subset of the unprocessed elements in P.
1. Select cycle leader from unprocessed elements:
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(a) Set i := Z(r), set ko := R(i) (/co is the cycle leader).
(b) Set r r — 1 and swap R{i) with R(r) (remove R(i) from set).
2. Set kp ko (predecessor in cycle).
3. Set c := c — 1 (number of elements to process).
4. While c 0 repeat: (append random element to cycle)
(a) Set i := Z(r), set /c := /?(z) (fc will be appended to the cycle).
(b) Set r := r  — 1 and swap R(i) with R(r) (remove R(i) from set).
(c) Set p(kp) := p(k) (= k, append to cycle).
(d) Set kp := k (update predecessor).
(e) Set c := c — 1.
5. Set p(kp) := p(ko) (= ko, close cycle).
That a length-c cycle is created is clear from construction. Each cycle is generated 
equally often: the set of elements it contains is sampled uniformly and the order of 
these c elements is a random permutation of them. Thereby any particular cycle 
can be generated in c!/(c — 1)! =  c ways. □
Note that when c =  1 (a length-1 cycle is a fixed point) an element of R  is removed 
but P  is not modified.
The algorithm is written in a way (steps 4c and 5) that allows for easy modification 
to a slightly more general routine as follows. The variable nr corresponds to r in 
the implementation:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 
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22
23
24
25
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27
28 
29
template <typename Type>
Inline ulong random.cycle(Type *f, ulong cl, ulong *R, ulong nr)
// Permute a random subset (of size cl)
// of those elements in f whose positions axe given in 
// R [0], .... R[nr-1] by a random cycle of size cl.
// Must have nr >= cl and cl != 0.
{
if ( cl==l ) // just remove a random position from R[]
const ulong i = rand.idx(nr);
— nr; swap2( R[nr], R[i] ); // remove position from set
else // cl >= 2
{
const ulong iO = rand.idx(nr);
const ulong kO = R[i0]; // position of cycle leader
const Type fO = f[kO]; // cycle leader
— cl;
— nr; swap2( R[nr], R[i0] ); // remove position from set
ulong kp = kO; // position of predecessor in cycle 
do // create cycle 
{
const ulong i = rand.idx(nr);
const ulong k = R [i]; // random available position 
f[kp] = f [k]; // move element
— nr; swap2( R[nr], R[i] ); // remove position from set
kp = k; // update predecessor
>
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30 while ( — cl );
3132 f[kp] = fO; // close cycle
33 >
return nr;
36 >
We give an example for creating a 3-cycle in the array f=[A,B,C,D,E] where none 
of the elements have been processed so far. The random numbers shall be chosen as 
1, 1 (again), and 0:
R [ ]  f  CD[0,1,2,3,4; ] [A,B,C,D,E] (start)
Choose cycle leader:
[0,4,2,3; 1] i0==l (R[l]==l swapped out), f0==B==f[1] is cycle leaderx x
Loop step 1:
[0,3,2; 4,1] i==l (R[l]==4 swapped out), now replace f [1] with E==f [4]
x x [A,E,C,D,E]x
Loop step 2:
[2,3; 0,4,1] i==0 (R[0]==0 swapped out), now replace f [4] with A-=f[0]
x x [A,E,C,D,A]
Close cycle: replace f[0]==A with leader f0==B
[B,E,C,D,A] (result) x
The cycle created is (A, B,E).  The positions of the unprocessed elements C and D 
are now the first two elements in the array R [].
5.3 P erm u tation s w ith  given cycle  typ e
To generate a random permutation of prescribed cycle type we start with the iden­
tical permutation and successively create cycles of the required lengths.
Algorithm  5.2 (CycleType). Generate a random permutation P e Sn with pre­
scribed cycle type C =  [ci, C2 , . . . ,  Cn].
1. Set P  := l n (identical permutation).
2. Set R := [0, 1, . . . , n — 1], set r := n (initialize set).
3. For j  := 1, 2, . . . ,  n do:
Create Cj cycles of length j  in P  by using Algorithm 5.1 cj times.
The algorithm has complexity O(n).
The algorithm could be slightly simplified because p(k) =  k whenever p(k) is a fixed 
point (as required). However, as given, it can be used to randomly permute arbitrary 
data as follows.
Algorithm 5.3 (CycleTypeF). Apply a random permutation with prescribed cycle 
type C  =  [ci, C2 , . . . ,  Cn] to the elements in F =  [/(0), /(1), . . . ,  f(n  — 1)].
1. Set R := [0, 1, . . . ,  n — 1], set r := n (initialize set).
"j
 c
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2. For j  := 1, 2, . . . ,  n do:
Create Cj cycles of length j  in F  by using Algorithm 5.1 Cj times. 
An implementation is
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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20 
21 
22
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28
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template <typename Type> 
inline void
random_permute_cycle_type(Type *f, ulong n,
const ulong *c, 
ulong *tr=0)
// Permute the elements of f by a random permutation of 
// prescribed cycle type.
// The permutation will have c [k] cycles of length k+1.
// Must have s <= n where s := sum(k=0, n-1, c[k]).
// If s < n then the permutation will have n-s fixed points. 
// Complexity 0(n).
{ ulong *r = tr;
if ( tr==0 ) r = new ulong[n];
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) r[k] = k; // initialize set 
ulong nr = n; // number of elements available 
// available positions are r[0], ..., r[nr-l]
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k)
{ ulong nc = c[k]; // number of cycles of length k+1; 
if ( nc==0 ) continue; // no cycles of this length 
const ulong cl = k+1; // cycle length
do
{ nr = random_cycle(f, cl, r, nr);
>while ( — nc );
>
if ( tr==0 ) delete [] r;}
A permutation of given cycle type is computed by permuting F =  [0,1, 2 , . . . ,  n — 1]:
1 inline void random_cycle_type_permutation(ulong *p, ulong n,
const ulong *c, 
ulong *tr=0)
{ for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) p[k] = k; 
random_permute_cycle_type(p, n, c, tr);
>
With only a small number of distinct cycle lengths there is a more compact way 
to specify the cycle type as a partition
N
n = Y2mklk o>-i)
k= 1
The two arrays M =  [mi, m2, . . . ,  mjv] and L =  [li, I2 , •. •, In ] are used in the 
following algorithm to specify the partition.
A lgorithm  5.4 (CycleTypePart). Generate a random permutation P  € Sn with 
cycle type given as partition n =  ^ m k l k  specified by the arrays M  and L: create 
mi cycles of length l\, m 2 cycles of length I2 , and so on.
1. Set P  := l n (identical permutation).
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2. Set R := [0, 1, . . .  ,n — 1], set r := n (initialize set).
3. For j  := 1, 2, . . . ,  N  do:
Create m j cycles of length l j in P  by using Algorithm 5.1 irij times. 
An implementation is
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1819
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2930
31
32
template <typename Type>
inline void random_permute_cycle_type(Type *f, ulong n,
const ulong *m, ulong nm, 
const ulong *len, 
ulong *tr=0)
// Permute the elements of f by a random permutation of 
// prescribed cycle type given as partition:
// The permutation will have m[k] cycles of length len[k]
// where k = 0,1,...,nm-l.
// Must have s <= n where s := sum(k=0, nm-1, m[k]*len[k]).
// If s < n then the permutation will have n-s fixed points.{ ulong *r = tr;
if ( tr==0 ) r = new ulong[n] ;
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) r[k] = k; // initialize set 
ulong nr = n; // number of elements available 
// available positions are r[0], ..., r[nr-l]
for (ulong k=0; k<nm; ++k){
ulong nc = m[k]; // number of cycles of length len[k]; 
if ( nc==0 ) continue; // no cycles of this length 
const ulong cl = len[k]; // cycle length 
do 
{ nr = random.cycle(f, cl, r, nr);
>while ( — nc );
>
if ( tr==0 ) delete [] r;
>
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Chapter 6
N um ber of cycles
We give algorithms to generate random permutations with conditions on the number 
of cycles.
6.1 B ijection  v ia  sw aps
Let the vector F = [/(l), /(2), /(n  — 1)] be a mixed radix number in rising
factorial base, that is, 0 < f ( j )  < j  (there are j  + 1 choices for the digit /( j)) . The 
following algorithm generates a permutation of n elements from a given F  with n — 1 
elements.
Algorithm 6.1 (RFact2PermSwp). Convert the mixed radix number in rising fac­
torial base given as vector F into a permutation P £ Sn:
1. Set P := l n.
2. For k := 1 ,2 ,... ,  n — 1 do:
Set i := f ( k ) (i G {0 ,1 ,..., k}). Swap p(k -  i) with p(k).
The algorithm is obviously 0(n). We could have used a swap of p(i) with p(k) in the 
last step, but in the form given the all-zeros word in F corresponds to the identical 
permutation.
Each of the 2 • 3 • 4 • • • n = n! numbers F corresponds to a unique permutation. To 
see this, we generate a random permutation in two steps:
Algorithm 6.2 (PermSwaps). Generate a random permutation P £ Sn:
1. For k := 1,2, . . . , n — 1 do: Set i := Z(k -f 1) (i £ {0 ,1 ,..., k}), set f (k)  := i.
2. Convert F  into a permutation via Algorithm 6.1.
The vector F = [/(1), /(2), . . . ,  /(n  — 1)] created in step 1 is a random mixed radix 
number in rising factorial base.
We can improve Algorithm 6.1 as follows. In step 2 we have p(k) = k, so the swap 
can be replaced by the assignments p(k) := p(i) and p(i) := k. Then step 1 can be 
replaced by p(0) := 0, saving O(n) writes to memory. Now the arrays F  and P  can 
share the same storage, as follows.
t-H
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A lgorithm  6.3 (RFact2PermSwpX). Convert the mixed radix number in rising 
factorial base, given in x ( l) ,x (2 ) ,. . .  ,x(n — 1) into a permutation P  G Sn written 
to x(0), x(l), x(2) , . . . ,  x(n — 1):
1. Set a:(0) := 0.
2. For k := 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 1 do:
Set i := x(k) (i € { 0 , 1 , ,  k}). Set x(k) := x(i) and x(i) := k.
An implementation of Algorithm 6.1 is 
voidrfact2perm_swp_12r(const ulong *fc, ulong n, ulong *x)
{
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) x[k] = k; 
for (ulong k=l; k<n; ++k)
{ ulong i = fc[k-l]; // 0<=i<=k 
swap2( x[k-i], x[k] );
>
10 }
The routine proceeds from left to right (thus the suffix _12r): at each step of the 
loop only elements of the prefix x [0 ] , x [ l ] , . . . ,  x[k] are (in general) reordered.
fact. num. left to right right tc left
0 [ . . ] r 1 2 3 1 (0) (1) (2) (3) [ • 1 2 3 1 (0) (1) (2) (3)
1 [ 1 . ] t i 2 3 1 (0, 1) (2) (3) [ . 1 3 2 J (0) (1) (2, 3)
2 [ • 1 . ] r 2 1 3 ] (0) (1, 2) (3) t . 2 1 3 ] (0) (1. 2) (3)
3 [ 1 1 . ] c i 2 3 1 (0, 1. 2) (3) [ . 3 1 2 ] (0) (1. 3, 2)
4 [ • 2 . 1 [ 2 1 3 1 (0, 2) (1) (3) t . 3 2 1 ] (0) (1. 3) (2)
5 [ 1 2 . ] r 2 1 3 1 (0, 2. 1) (3) [ . 2 3 1 1 (0) (1, 2, 3)
6 [ . 1 ] i i 3 2 ] (0) (1) (2, 3) [ 1 2 3 3 (o, 1) (2) (3)
7 [ 1 1 ] r i 3 2 ] (0. 1) (2, 3) [ 1 3 2 ] (0. 1) (2, 3)
8 C • 1 1 ] c 2 3 1 ] (0) (1, 2, 3) [ 2 1 3 ] (0, 2, 1) (3)
9 [ 1 1 1 ] c i 2 3 ] (0, 1, 2, 3) [ 3 1 2 J (o, 3, 2, 1)
10 [ . 2 1 ] [ 2 1 3 ] (0, 2, 3) (1) [ 3 2 1 3 (o, 3, 1) (2)
11 [ 1 2 1 1 [ 2 3 i ] (0, 2, 3, 1) [ 2 3 1 3 (o, 2, 3, 1)
12 [ . 2 ] c 3 2 l ] (0) (1, 3) (2) t 2 i 3 ] (0, 2) (1) (3)
13 [ 1 2 ] c i 3 2 ] (0, 1, 3) (2) [ 3 1 2 3 (o. 3, 2) (1)
14 [ . i 2 ] [ 3 1 2 ] (0) (1. 3, 2) [ 1 2 3 3 (0, 1, 2) (3)
15 [ 1 l 2 ] [ i 3 2 1 (0, 1, 3, 2) [ 1 3 2 ] (o, 1. 3, 2)
16 [ • 2 2 ] [ 2 3 1 ] (0, 2) (1, 3) [ 2 3 1 3 (o, 2) (1, 3)
17 [ 1 2 2 ] r 2 3 1 1 (0, 2, 1, 3) [ 3 2 l- 3 (0, 3, 1, 2)
18 [ . 3 ] t 3 1 2 ] (0, 3) (1) (2) [ 3 1 2 .: 3 (o, 3) (1) (2)
19 [ 1 3 ] c 3 2 i ] (0, 3, 1) (2) [ 2 1 3 . 3 (o, 2, 3) (1)
20 [ • i 3 ] [ 3 2 1 ] (0, 3) (1, 2) [ 3 2 1 . 3 (0, 3) (1, 2)
21 [ 1 1 3 ] r 3 2 i ] (0, 3, 1. 2) C 2 3 1 . 3 (0, 2, 1. 3)
22 [ . 2 3 ] [ 3 1 2 ] (0, 3, 2) (1) [ 1 3 2 . 3 (0, 1, 3) (2)
23 [ 1 2 3 ] [ 3 i 2 ] (0, 3, 2, 1) C 1 2 3 . J (0, 1, 2, 3)
Figure 6.1: All 3-digit factorial numbers with rising factorial base in lexicographic
order and the permutations (in both array and cycle form) obtained by processing 
from left and right. Dots denote zeros.
We now give both directions of a bijection that is obtained by processing from right 
to left (suffixes are reordered). Figure 6.1 shows the permutations obtained by 
processing in either direction. For example, in the second entry in the permutation 
computed by processing from left to right the first two elements are swapped (prefix) 
whereas in the permutation computed by processing from right to left the last two
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elements are swapped (suffix). Note the permutations in each line have the same 
cycle type.
The following algorithm generates a permutation of n elements from a given F with 
n — 1 elements, processing suffixes.
A lgorithm  6.4 (RFact2PermSwp-R2L). Convert the mixed radix number in rising 
factorial base given as vector F into a permutation P E Sn:
1. Set P := l n.
2. For k := 1 ,2 ,..., n — 2 do:
Set i := f(k) (iE  (0 ,1 ,. . . ,  k}). Set j  = n — 2 — k. Swap p(j) with p(j + i). 
Again the algorithm is 0(n). An implementation is 
void
rfact2perm_swp(const ulong *fc, ulong n, ulong *x)
i for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) x[k] = k; 
for (ulong k=0,j=n-2; k<n-l; ++k,— j)
{ ulong i = fc [k]; 
swap2 ( x [j ] , x[j+i] );
>
10 >
The routine for the conversion of a permutation to the corresponding factorial num­
ber uses the inverse permutation (the algorithm is given in [16]).
1 void2 perm2rfact.swp(const ulong *x, ulong n, ulong *fc)
3 // Convert permutation in x[0.... n-1] into
4 // the (n-1) digit (swaps) factorial representation in fc[0,...,n-2].
5 // We have; fc[0]<2, fc[l]<3, ..., fcfn-2)<n (rising radices)
6 {
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 >
Let F  be a factorial number and P  the corresponding permutation (with respect to 
Algorithm 6.4). The permutation P -1 can be obtained directly, by reversing the 
order in the loop (and noting that a swap is its own inverse).
voidrfact2invperm_swp(const ulong *fc, ulong n, ulong *x)
// Generate inverse permutation wrt. rfact2perm_swp().
{ for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) x[k] = k;
if ( n<=l ) return;
ulong k = n-2, j=0;
do
{
ulong t[n];
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) t[k] = x[k]; 
ulong ti[n]; // inverse permutation 
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) ti[t[k]] = k;
for (ulong k=0; k<n-l; ++k)
{
ulong j = ti[k]; // location of element k, j>=k
fc[n-2-k] = j - k;
ulong tk = t[k]; // >=k
ti [tk] = j ;
t[j] = tk;
>
ulong i = fc[k];
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swap2( x[j] , x[j+i] ) ;
++j;
>while ( k—  );
>
The explicit computation of the permutation can be avoided if only its action is of 
interest.
1 template <typename Type>
void rfact2perm_swp_apply(const ulong *fc, ulong n, Type *x)
// Permute x by permutation corresponding to rfact2perm_swp().
{ for (ulong k=0,j=n-2; k<n-l; ++k,— j)
{
ulong i = fc[k]; 
swap2( x[j] , x[j+i] );
>
10 >
6.2 A property  o f  th e  b ijection
We now fix n and consider integers N  where 0 < N  < n\. The factorial representa­
tion F  of integers N  where 0 < N  < n\ has at most n — 1 nonzero digits. In what 
follows we let F  refer to the first n — 1 digits (ignoring infinitely many zeros to the 
right). See figure 2.2 on page 7 for an example with n = 4 (and n — 1 =  3 digits).
Let Z(F) be the number of zeros in F  and P  € Sn the corresponding permutation. 
We have
Lem m a 6.5. The permutation P consists of Z( F) +  1 disjoint cycles.
Consider step 2 of Algorithm 6.1. Before the swap we have p(j) = j  for j  > k (only 
fixed points at the right). Now if f (k)  ^  0 then the element k is joined to one of 
the cycles at the left. If f (k)  =  0 then the element k lies in its own cycle (initially a 
fixed point). The cycle containing k is never joined to any cycle so far generated as 
the algorithm proceeds: each element j  > k is either joined to the cycle containing 
A: or to a cycle not containing k. □
Note that Algorithm 3.10 on page 14 is obtained by disallowing zeros in F,  a cyclic 
permutation consists of one cycle so Z{F)  =  0.
Now a permutation into exactly m cycles can be generated as follows.
A lgorithm  6.6 (NumCycles-BIASED). Generate a random permutation P  € Sn 
(where n > m ) with exactly m cycles. Non-uniform(!) sampling.
1. For k := 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 2 set f (k)  := 1 + Z(k) (random factorial number F  
without zero digits).
2. Choose a random subset of m — 1 elements U C {0,1, . . . ,  n — 2}.
3. For all u G U set /(it) := 0 (now F  has m — 1 zeros).
4. Convert F  into a permutation, using Algorithm 6.1.
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The distribution of the generated permutations is uniform only for m =  1 (cyclic 
permutations) and m — n (identity). To remove the bias, the choice in step 2 has 
to be made according to the statistics of the permutations.
The simplest cases are m =  n — 1 (one transposition, which we omit) and m  =  2 
which will be treated next.
6.3 E xactly  2 cycles
Let s(n,m ) be the Stirling cycle numbers (see section 2.4 on page 5). There are 
s(n, 2) permutations with exactly two cycles. In the next algorithm we will generate 
a factorial number F  with n — 1 digits, all except one nonzero. There are (n — l)!//c 
such F  with digit k zero. So we find
7 1 —  1 -
s(n,2) =  =  (n — 1)!
I l l  1
T  +  «  +  Ö +  • • • d------------71 2  3 n — 1 ( 6 . 1)
In the algorithm we use the harmonic numbers H^ = £3j=i 1 / j  as (unnormalized, 
cumulative) probabilities.
The identity can also be obtained from relation (2.16) on page 5 (with m  =  2):
s(n, 2) =  s(n -  1,1) + (n — 1) s(n — 1, 2)
=  (n — 2)! +  (n — 1) s(n — 1,2)
Here we used s(n, 1) =  (n — 1)!. So we find
1s(n , 2) = (n — 1)! +
1
n — 1 (n — 2)! 
Repeated use of this relation gives the desired result:
s(n — 1,2)
( » - ! ) !
( n -  1)!
1 1
+n — 1 (n — 2)! (n — 2)! + 7— - 7 7TT s(n — 2,2)
1 1 1 
+ -----7  +n — 1 n — 2 (n — 3)!
n — 2 (n — 3)! 
s(n — 2,2)
(6.2a)
(6.2b)
(6.2c)
(6.2d) 
(6.2e)
and so on.
In the following algorithm we assume that an array of cumulative probabilities b(k) = 
Hk+1 has been precomputed.
Algorithm 6.7 (TwoCycles). Generate a permutation P  G Sn (where n > 1 ) with 
exactly 2 cycles.
1. Set t := b(n — 2) • R() (random real number where 0 < t < Hn-\) .
2. Determine smallest index s such that b{s) > t (using binary search).
3. For j  := 1 ,2 ,... ,n  —1 set f ( j )  := 1+ Z(j) (factorial number F  without zeros). 
Set /(s )  := 0.
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4. Convert F into a permutation, using Algorithm 6.1.
12
13
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We now give an algorithm for the precomputation of the cumulative probabilities. 
A lgorithm  6.8 (Harmonic). Set b(k) =  Hk+i for k G { 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n — 1}.
1. Set h := 1.0 and j  := 1.0 (floating-point types).
2. For k := 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n — 1 do
(a) Set b(k) := h (=  Hk+1);
(b) Set j  := j  -f-1.0, then set h := h +  1.0/j  (update h).
This can be implemented as
I i n l i n e  vo id  in i t_ h a rm o n ic (d o u b le  *b, u long n)
/ /  Set b[k] = sum( j = l ,  k+1, 1 / j  )
{
double h = 1 .0 ,  j  = 1 .0 ;
f o r  (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) { b[k]=h; j+=1.0 ;  h + = 1 .0 / j ;  }
>
In the main routine for Algorithm 6.7 the digits f(k)  are generated as we proceed 
(instead of being written to an array). Also the array to be permuted is supplied, a 
permutation is obtained by setting it to the identical permutation before the call.
tem p la te  ctypename Type>
i n l i n e  vo id  random_permute_2cycles(Type * f , ulong n,
double *tb=0, bool b i= f a l s e )
/ /  Permute th e  e lem ents  of f  by a random perm u ta tion
/ /
/ /
/ /
{
c o n s i s t i n g  of e x a c t ly  two cy c le s  (must have n > l ) .
Set b i : = t r u e  to  s ig n a l  t h a t  th e  sums tb [k ]  = sum( j = l ,  k+1, 1 / j  
have been precomputed ( v ia  in i t _ h a r m o n ic ( ) ) .
i f  ( n<=2 ) r e t u r n ;  
double *b = tb ;
i f  ( tb==0 ) { b = new double[n]
i f  ( !b i ) in i t_ h a rm o n ic (b ,  n ) ;
b i= f a l s e ;  >
cons t  double hn 
const double t  1 
const ulong s =
= b [n-2] ;
* rndO lO  * hn; 
b sea rch_geq(b ,  n -1 ,  t )  + 1; / /  l<s<n
f o r  (ulong k= l;  k<s; ++k)
cons t  u long i  = ran d _ id x (k ) ;  
swap2(f [k] , f  [ i ] ) ;
>
/ /  sk ip p in g  index s here  
f o r  (ulong k=s+l; k<n; ++k)
cons t  u long i  = r a n d _ id x ( k ) ; 
swap2(f [k] , f  [ i ] ) ;
>
i f  ( tb==0 ) d e l e t e  [] b;
The binary search routine used is
1 tem p la te  <typename Type>
2 ulong b search _ g eq (co n s t  Type * f ,  ulong n ,  cons t  Type v)
3 / /  Return index of f i r s t  e lement in  f [] t h a t  i s  >= v
4 / /  Return n i f  th e r e  i s  no such elem ent.
5 / /  f [] must be s o r te d  in  ascending  o rd e r .
CO
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// Must have n!=0
{ ulong nlo=0, nhi=n-l; 
while ( nlo != nhi )
10 {
11 ulong t = (nhi+nlo)/2;
12
13 if ( f[t] < v ) nlo = t + 1;
14 else nhi = t;
17 if ( f[nhi]>=v ) return nhi;
18 else return n;
19 >
We note a generalization of relation (6.1) that is found by counting mixed radix 
numbers with m — 1 zeros:
s(n, m) ( n -  !)! E
0< li< l2<...<lm - i< n
1
l \  I2  • • • l m — 1
(6.3)
Compare to the following sum over compositions of n into at most m  parts [3, ex. 
18, p. 116], here the sum is over integer partitions:
s(n, m) n!m! E
h + ^ 2  +  -” + ^ m = n .
1
ll I2 • • • lm
(6.4)
6.4 E ven or odd  num ber o f cycles
In the following algorithm we toggle the value of / ( 0) if necessary to keep the parity 
of the number of cycles even or odd according to the value of r:
Algorithm 6.9 (CyclesPar). Generate a permutation P  € Sn (where n > 2) such 
that the number of cycles modulo 2 equals r.
1. For j  := 1 ,2 ,..., n — 1 set f(j )  := Z(j + 1) (random factorial number).
2. Set z := 1. For j  := 0 ,1 ,. .. ,  n — 2 if f(j )  = 0 set z := 1 — z.
3. (Here z is the number of cycles modulo 2).
4. If z 7^  r then set /(0) := 1 — /(0) (adjust number of cycles).
5. Using Algorithm 6.1 convert F  to a permutation P.
The adjustment in step 4 is a uniform projection with quotient 2. □
The following routine permutes the elements of the array x:
1 template <typename Type>
2 void random_permute_ncm2(Type *x, ulong n, ulong r, ulong *tf=0)
3 // Apply random permutation with number of cycles == r mod 2
4 // ncm2 := Number of Cycles Modulo 2
5 // Must have n>=2.
6 {7 ulong *f = tf;
8 if ( tf==0 ) f = new ulong[n];
910 for (ulong j=0; j<n-l; ++j) f[j] = rand_idx(j+2);
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12 ulong z = 1; / /  number cycles in fa c to r ia l number
13 for (ulong j=0; j< n -l; ++j) z += ( f [ j ]  == 0);
14 z &= 1; / /  mod 2
15 i f  ( z!=r ) f [0] = 1 -  f [0]; / /  adjust num cycles mod 2
16
17 rfact2perm_swp_apply(f, n, x ) ;
18
19 i f  ( tf==0 ) d e le te  [] f;
20 >
A permutation can be computed as follows:
1 void
2 random_ncm2_permutation(ulong *p, ulong n, ulong r , ulong *tf=0)
3 / /  Generate a random permutation with number of cycles == r mod 2
4 {
5 for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) p[k] = k; / /  id en tity
6 random_permute_ncm2(p, n, r , t f ) ;
7 >
6.5 E xactly  m cycles
The recurrence for the Stirling cycle numbers (relation (2.16) on page 5)
s(n, m) =  s(n — 1, m — 1) +  (n — 1) s(n — 1, m) (6-5)
can be interpreted as follows: a length-n permutation into m cycles (term s(n,m )) 
can be obtained from a permutation of length n — 1 in two ways. Consider the 
greatest element of the permutation. It is either a fixed point and the remaining 
elements are a permutation into m — 1 cycles (term s(n — 1, m — 1)), or it is inserted 
into a cycle in a permutation with m cycles (and there are n — 1 ways to do this, 
term (n — 1) s(n — 1, m)).
We generate a random permutation in two steps. The first step computes a recipe 
R =  [r*i, T2 , r3 , . . . ,  rm] where r\ =  1, rj < for all j ,  and rm < n. The second 
step converts the recipe into a permutation: the entries rj are permutation sizes 
where a fixed point has to be added. The algorithm for generating a recipe works 
for N > 1 and 1 < M < N .
A lgorithm  6.10 (NumCyclesRecipe). Generate a recipe R =  [ri, r2 , r3 , r^]
for a random permutation P  € S j^ with exactly M cycles.
1. Set m := M  (cycles in remaining permutation) and c =  m (write position in 
recipe).
2. For n := N ,N  — 1 , . . . ,  1 do:
(a) If m =  1 then set r\ := 1 and terminate this loop (one cycle).
(b) Set r := Z (a) where a := s(n,m ).
(c) If r < s(n — 1, m — 1) then (a fixed point will be added): 
set rc := n, c := c — 1, and m := m — 1.
3. Return R =  [ri, r2, r3, . . . ,  rm\.
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As given the algorithm has a complexity worse than O(n) because the numbers 
s(n ,m ) cannot be stored in space 0 (1 ). Using instead a table of the probabilities 
6(n,m ) =  s(n —l ,m —l)/s (n ,m ), stored as floating-point numbers, would give linear 
complexity. Then steps 2b and 2c would be replaced by
Set r := R () (random real number 0 <  r < 1).
If r <  b(n,m) then (add fixed point, same assignments as before).
The following algorithm converts a recipe into a permutation. 
A lgorith m  6.11 (Recipe2Perm). Convert a recipe R =  [ri, r2 , r$, 
random permutation P  £ Sn with exactly M  cycles.
r^f] into a
[1 ,2 ,. . . ,  n] (one-based).1. Set P  =  [p (l),p (2),.. • ,p(n)]
2. Set n := 1.
3. For a := 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m  do:
(a) For j  := n, n -f 1 , . . . ,  ra do: (join elements to cycles) 
set i := 1 +  Z(j — 1) and swap p[i) with p(j).
(b) (add a fixed point for j
(c) Set n := ra +  1.
ra, this is a no-op).
4. For j  := n, n +  1 , . . . ,  N  do: (join remaining elements to cycles) 
set i := 1 -h Z(j — 1) and swap p(i) with p(j).
The algorithm has complexity 0 (n ).
The following routines are written in the GP scripting language [21]. The imple­
mentation uses a precomputed table of the Stirling cycle numbers s(n ,m ) where 
1 < n < N  and 1 < m < M.  We use an auxiliary routine for updating a vector of 
cycle numbers s(n — l ,m) (where 1 <  m < M) to numbers s(n ,m ).
1 stl_next(s, nl)=
2 \\ Let s be a vector of the Stirling cycle numbers
3 \\ s(n,l), s(n,2), ..., s(n,m) and nl=n-l.
4 \\ Return the vector of the cycle numbers
5 \\ s(n+l,l), s(n+l,2)..... s(n+l,m).
6 {
7 local(k, sn);
8 k = length(s);
9 sn = vector(k);
10 sn[l] = nl*s [1] ;
11 for (m=2, k, sn[m] = s[m-l] + nl*s[m]; );
12 return( sn );
13 >
The routine for the computation of the table T  is 
stl_tab(N, M)=
\\ Compute table T of Stirling cycle numbers 
\\ T[n] [m] == s(n,m) for l<=n<=N and l<=m<=M.
-C local(s, T); 
s = vector(M); 
s [1] = 1;
T = vector(N);
T [1] = s;
10 for (n=2, N,
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11 s = stl_next(s, n-1);
12 T[n] = s;
13 );
14 return( T );
15 >
The routine for computing a recipe is
1 recipe_num_cyc(N, M)=
\\ Generate a recipe for a random length-n permutation into m cycles. 
\\ Uses global variable T, the table of Stirling cycle numbers.{ local( R, ct, m );
R = vector(M); \\ recipe 
ct = M; \\ write position in R 
m = M; \\ cycles in remaining permutation 
forstep(n = N, 1, -1,
if ( m==l, \\ only one cycle left
R[ct] =1; \\ ==R[1]
ct-=l; 
breakO
) ;
stO = (n-1) * T[n-l][m]; \\ probability of joining to cycle
stl = T[n-1][m-1]; \\ probability of adding a fixed point
rd = random( stO + stl ); \\ 0 <= rd < stO+stl
if ( rd < stl,
\\ THEN add fixed point at step n 
m  -= 1;
R[ct] = n; 
ct -= 1;
\\ ELSE connect to any cycle
) ;
return( R );
following routine converts a recipe to a random permutation:
recipe2perm(R, N)=
\\ Convert recipe to a length-n permutation.{ local(P, n, t);
P = vectorCN,j,j); \\ permutation
n = 1; \\ position in permutation
for (a=l, length(R), 
for (j=n, R[a]-1,
i = 1 + random(j-l); \\ one-based arrays
10 t=P[i] ; P[i]=P[j]; P[j]=t; \\ join to cycle (swap)
1 1  ) ;
12 \\ and add fixed point (no-op)
13 n = R[a] + 1;
14 );
1516 for (j=n, N, \\ (elements left for processing)
17 i = 1 + random(j-l); \\ one-based arrays
18 t=P[i]; P[i]=P[j]; P[j]=t; \\ join to cycle (swap)
19 );2021 return(P);
22 }
It should be noted that the recipes are in general not uniformly distributed, because 
the recipes correspond to different numbers of permutations. For example, with 
n =  4 and m =  3 there are three recipes whose relative frequencies are 3 : 2 : 1 .
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With the generation of 60,000 such permutations we obtain the following statistics:
num perm utation rec ipe
10107 [1, 2, 4, 3] [1, 2, 3]
10001 [1, 4, 3, 2] [1, 2, 3]
9955 [4, 2, 3, 1] [1, 2, 3]
9961 [1, 3, 2, 4] [1, 2, 4]
10071 [3, 2, 1, 4] [1, 2, 4]
9905 [2, 1, 3, 4] [1, 3, 4]
42 Chapter 6: Number of cycles
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Chapter 7
Inversions
An inversion of a permutation P = [p(0), p( 1), . . . ,  p{n — 1)] is a pair of indices k 
and j  where k < j  and p(j) < p(k). We call such an inversion a right inversion 
at k, or a left inversion at j. Inversions are important for the analysis of sorting 
algorithms, see [14]. We give algorithms to generate random permutations with 
conditions on the number of inversions.
7.1 Inversion tab le
permutation n u m . i n v . right inv. left inv.
0 c . 1 2 3 ] 0 [ • . 3 [ . 3
1 c . 1 3 2 ] 1 [ . 1 1 [ 1 3
2 [ . 2 1 3 ] 1 [ . 1 . ] [ i . 3
3 [ . 2 3 1 ] 2 c . 1 1 3 [ 2 3
4 c . 3 1 2 ] 2 [ . 2 . 3 [ i 1 3
5 [ . 3 2 1 3 3 t . 2 1 3 I 1 2 3
6 t 1 2 3 ] 1 [ 1 . 3 C i . 3
7 [ 1 3 2 ] 2 [ 1 1 3 [ 1 1 3
8 [ 1 2 3 ] 2 t 1 i . 3 [ 2 . 3
9 [ 1 2 3 . 3 3 t 1 1 1 3 [ 3 ]
10 [ 1 3 2 ] 3 [ 1 2 . 3 [ 2 1 3
11 [ 1 3 2 . ] 4 [ 1 2 1 3 [ 1 3 3
12 [ 2 1 3 ] 2 [ 2 . 3 [ i 1 . 3
13 [ 2 3 1 ] 3 [ 2 1 3 [ 1 2 3
14 [ 2 i 3 ] 3 [ 2 i . 3 c 1 2 . 3
15 [ 2 1 3 . 3 4 [ 2 1 1 3 [ 1 3 3
16 [ 2 3 1 ] 4 [ 2 2 . 3 [ 2 2 3
17 [ 2 3 i . ] 5 [ 2 2 1 3 [ 2 3 3
18 C 3 1 2 ] 3 [ 3 . 3 [ i 1 1 3
19 [ 3 2 1 1 4 [ 3 1 3 [ 1 1 2 3
20 [ 3 i 2 ] 4 [ 3 i . 3 [ 1 2 1 3
21 [ 3 1 2 . ] 5 [ 3 1 1 3 [ 1 1 3 3
22 [ 3 2 1 ] 5 [ 3 2 . 3 t 1 2 2 3
23 [ 3 2 i . ] 6 [ 3 2 1 3 [ 1 2 3 3
Figure 7.1: All permutations € S4 in lexicographic order, their number of inver­
sions, and their left and right inversion tables. Dots denote zeros.
The (right) inversion table I  = [io, ii, . . . ,  in-2} of a permutation is computed by 
setting ik to the number of right inversions at k. Note we omit the element in- \  = 0. 
We have 0 < ik < n — A: by definition, so the inversion table is a mixed radix number 
in falling factorial base.
For example, the permutation P = [3,0,1,4,2] has the inversion table I  = [3,0,0,1]: 
three elements less than the first element (3) lie to the right of it, no elements less
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than the second (0) or third (1) elements lie right to them, and one element less 
than 4 lies right of it.
We could similarly define a left inversion table, figure 7.1 shows both types of inver­
sion tables for all permutations € S4.
The obvious algorithm for computing the inversion table is to count, for each element 
p(/c), the number of elements p(j) right to it (j  > k) that are smaller than p{k). An 
implementation is
1 void perm2ffact(const ulong *x, ulong n, ulong *ff)
// Convert permutation in x[0,...,n-l] into
// the (n-1) digit falling factorial representation in ff[0,...,n-2].
// We have: ff[0]<n, ff[l]<n-l, .... ff[n-2]<2 (falling radices)
{
for (ulong k=0; k<n-l; ++k)
{ ulong xk = x[k]; 
ulong i = 0;
10 for (ulong j=k+l; j<n; ++j) if ( x[j]<xk ) ++i;
11 ff[k] = i;
12 }
13 >
The complexity is 0 (n 2), also for the other direction. We first give the algorithm. 
A lgorithm 7.1 (FFact2Perm-Rot). Convert the right inversion table F into the 
corresponding permutation P G Sn.
1. For j  := 0 ,1 ,... ,  n — 1 do: set p(j) := j  (identical permutation).
2. For k := 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., n — 2 do: (rotations)
(a) Set s := f(k).
(b) Cyclically rotate \p(k),p(k + 1 p(k 4- s)] (s + 1 elements) by one 
position to the right (no-op if s = 0).
As an example we compute the length-5 permutation corresponding to the inversion 
table [3,0,0,1]:
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4]>
[3,
> > 
0 , 1,
>
2, 4]
[3,
>
0, 1, 2, 4]
[3,
>
0 , 1 , 2, 4]
C3, 0, 1,
>
4,
>
2]
(start, identity)
(rotate 4=3+1 elements, starting from k=0)
(rotate 1=0+1 elements, starting from k=l, no-op) 
(rotate 1=0+1 elements, starting from k=2, no-op) 
(rotate 2=1+1 elements, starting from k=3)
The underlying trick is that the rotation starting at position k leaves the suffix 
starting at position k + 1 in ascending order. The following right shifts by one 
position move the last element of the shifted range to its front, leaving s smaller 
elements (all from the shifted part) to the right of it.
An implementation is
1 void
2 ffact2perm(const ulong *ff, ulong n, ulong *x)
3 // Convert the (n-1) digit falling factorial representation
4 // in ff[0,...,n-2] into a permutation in x[0,...,n-l].
5 // into permutation in x[0,...,n-l]
6 // Must have: ff[0]<n, ff[l]<n-l, .... ff[n-2]<2 (falling radices)
C
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{ for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) x[k] = k; 
for (ulong k=0; k<n-l; ++k)
10 -C11 ulong f = ff[k];
12 if ( f ) rotate.rightl(x+k, f+1);
13 >
14 >
The routine ro ta te_ rig h tl(x + k ,f+ l) applies a cyclic shift of /  +1 elements of the 
array X  to the right. The part x(k), x(k + 1 ),..., x(k +  /) , x(k +  /  + 1) is changed 
into x(k + f  + 1), x(k), x{k 4 -1 ),..., x{k + /).
Initially the elements are in order. The cyclic shift at step k moves an element to 
the left of f(k)  greater elements. The ascending order of all elements to the right of 
position k is preserved. Thus the routine computes a permutation with f ( k ) (right) 
inversions at position k, as required.
The method has a certain similarity with the set maintenance technique of section 
5.1 on page 25. Here we put removed elements to the left, and the rotation leaves 
all elements right of the element just removed in ascending order.
Let I  be the inversion table of a permutation P  6 5n, we define
n—2
inv(P) := J 2 ik C7-1)
k=0
The quantity inv(P) gives the number of inversions in P.
Inversion tables appear in Rothe1 s contribution “Ueber Permutationen, in Beziehung 
auf die Stellen ihrer Elemente.” to [12, pp. 263ff]. References to earlier work are 
given [17, chap. 4, p. 92], the earliest being to Cramer (1750).
7.2 Fast conversion  to  and from  th e  inversion  tab le
We now give routines to convert between inversion tables and permutations that have 
complexity O (n logn). While it appears to be well-known that these conversions 
are possible, no explicit solution seems to be available in the published literature.
The following 0 (n 2) algorithm is our starting point.
A lgorithm  7.2 (FFact2Perm). Convert the right inversion table F  into the corre­
sponding permutation P G Sn.
1. For j  := 0,1, . . . ,  n — 1 do: set b(j) := 0 (tag-array B: b(j) =  1 if element j  is 
used, otherwise b(j) = 0).
2. For k := 0,1,2, .. . ,  n — 2 do: (insert /(A:)-th unused element, complexity O(n))
(a) Set c := f(k)  +  1.
(b) For j  := 0,1,. ..  n — 1 do: (find /(fc)-th unused element)
If b(j) =  0 then set c := c — 1 (element j  unused).
If c =  0 then set p(k) := j ,  b(j) := 1, and terminate this loop.
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3. For j  : = 0 , l , . . . , n —1 do: (find remaining element) 
if b(j) = 0 then set p(n — 1) := j  and terminate this loop.
The last step is separated because the inversion table omits an implicit trailing zero.
The searches for the unused elements are 0 (n ) as given but can be made O(logn) 
if the LR-array described in appendix B on page 81 is used.
Algorithm 7.3 (FFact2Perm-LR). Convert the right inversion table F  into the 
corresponding permutation P  € Sn.
1. For k := 0,1,2, . . . ,  n — 2 do: (insert f(k)-th unused element)
(a) Find j  the f ( k )-th unused element (where f ( k ) = 0 corresponds to the 
first element) and mark this position as used (using an LR-array these 
operations are O(logn)).
(b) Set p(k) := j.
2. Find j, the remaining unused element, and set p(n — 1) := j. 
The implementation using an LR-array is
voidffact2perm(const ulong *ff, ulong n, ulong *x, left_right_array &LR)
{ LR.free_all();
for (ulong k=0; k<n-l; ++k)
{ ulong i = LR.get_free_idx_chg( ff [k] ); 
x[k] = i;
>ulong i = LR.get_free_idx_chg( 0 ); 
x[n-l] = i;
The LR-array passed as an extra argument has to be of size n. The routine for the 
fast computation of the inversion table is
10
11
voidperm2ffact(const ulong *x, ulong n, ulong *ff, left_right_array &LR) 
LR.set_all();
for (ulong k=0; k<n-l; ++k)
{ // i := number of Set positions Left of x[k], Excluding x[k]. 
ulong i = LR.num_SLE( x[k] );
LR.get_set_idx_chg( i ); 
ff[k] = i;
>
Por the computation of the number of inversions the array holding the factorial 
lumber F can obviously be avoided:
ulong
count.inversions(const ulong *f, ulong n, left_right_array *tLR)
{ left_right_array *LR = tLR;
if ( tLR==0 ) LR = new left_right_array(n);
ulong ct = 0;
LR->set_all();
for (ulong k=0; k<n-l; ++k)
{
ulong i = LR->num_SLE( f[k] );
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12 LR->get_set_idx_chg( i );
13 ct += i;
14 >
1516 if ( tLR==0 ) delete LR;
17 return ct;
18 >
No method better than 0(n  log n) for computing inv(P) (or even the inversion table) 
appears to be known.
7.3 Inversions modulo m
In the inversion table I  =  [io, i\, in- 2] of a permutation P € Sn we have 
0 <  ik < n — k, so there are n — k possible values of ik- To generate a random 
permutation with a prescribed number r of inversions modulo m where 2 < m < n, 
we generate a random inversion table, adjust in- m according to the requirement, 
and convert into a permutation.
A lgorithm  7.4 (InvModM). Generate a random permutation P £ Sn such that 
inv(P) =  r mod m where 2 <  m < n.
1. For j  := 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n — 2 set ij ;= Z(n — j)  (random inversion table I).
2. Set i := Y^j= 0 b  (* =  inv(P)) and mi := i mod m.
3. If mi = r then go to step 8.
4. Set d := in-m  (value of digit to adjust).
5. Set d := d +  r — mi (adjust value, may be out of range).
6. If d < 0 then set d := d +  m. If d > m then set d := d — m. (Now 0 <  d < m).
7. Set in-m d (write back to inversion table, now J2j=o b  — r mo(  ^m)-
8. Convert I into a permutation P.
The adjustment of in-m  is a uniform projection with quotient,m. □
The last step is 0 (n  logn) (if the fast conversion technique is used) and so is the 
whole algorithm.
An implementation is
inline void random.inv_mod_m_pennutation(ulong *p, ulong n,
ulong r, ulong m, 
ulong *tff=0)
// Create random permutation p[] such that (iy,m)==r 
// where i is the number of inversions.
// Must have: 2 <= m <= n and 0 <= r < m.
{ ulong *ff = tff;
if ( tff==0 ) ff = new ulong[n-1];
1011 // Create random factorial number:
12 for (ulong rx=n, j=0; rx>l; — rx, ++j) ff[j] = rand.idx(rx);
1314 ulong i = 0; // number of inversions (sum of digits):
15 for (ulong j=0; j<n; ++j) i += ffCj];
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1617 ulong mi = i '/, m; // i
18 if ( mi != r ) // need
19 {20 const ulong ps = n ■
21 ulong d = ff [ps]; ,
22 d += (r-mi);
23 if ( (long)d < 0 )
24 if ( d >= m ) d -=
25 ff[ps] = d;
2627 >28
29
ffact2perm(ff, n, p); ,
30
31 >
if ( tff==0 ) delete [|
- m; // position of digit to adjust 
// value of digit
d += m; 
m ;
// may replace by 0(n*log(n)) routine
] ff;
Here we use the 0 (n 2) method for conversion, replace with fast method to obtain 
an 0(n  log n) routine.
7.4 F ixed  num ber o f inversions (open  problem )
No efficient algorithm for the unbiased generation of a random permutation with a 
prescribed number of inversions could be found.
An obvious approach is to generate a random composition into n — 1 parts where the 
j-th part is < j  (1 < j  < n — 1). The generation of a random composition without 
the restriction on the size of the parts is straightforward (see [19, chap. 6, p. 52]). 
However, no efficient method fox imposing the size restriction could be found.
The distribution of the number of inversions in a random permutation is studied in 
[20], where an algorithm for the generation of arbitarily distributed permutations is 
given.
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Connected perm utations
A proper prefix of a sequence A =  [Ao, A\, . . . ,  A n_i]  is a sequence [Ao, A\, . . . ,  Ak] 
where 0 < k < n — 1. A permutation P  € <Sn that does not map any proper prefix 
to itself is called connected (or indecomposable). For example, the permutation 
P  =  [2,0,1,4,3] 6 e>5 is not connected because it maps the prefix [0,1,2] to itself. 
Also a permutation that maps any proper suffix to itself cannot be connected, for 
example, the permutation just given maps the suffix [3,4] to itself, so it must map 
the prefix [0,1,2] to itself.
8.1 A sy m p to tics
The sequence of the numbers Cn of indecomposable permutations starts as
n: 1, 2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  10, 11,
C_n: 1, 1, 3 ,  13, 7 1 ,  4 61 ,  3447, 29093, 273343, 2829325, 31998903 , . . .  
n>: 1, 2 ,  6 ,  24 ,  120, 7 2 0 ,  5040, 40320, 362880, 3628800, 39916800, . . .
This is entry A003319 in [26]. We have the following recurrence:
We now show that almost all permutations € Sn are connected for large n.
Let P  € «Sn where n is large. We write a, b, c for the three smallest elements (0,1,2) 
in P, and x , y , z  for the three largest (n — 3,n  — 2,n  — 1). Also write C(n)  for a 
connected permutation of length n, write [u,v,w,C(n — 5),r, s] for the set of all 
permutations with prefix [u,v,w], suffix [r, s] and where C(n — 5) is a connected 
permutation of the remaining elements.
Every permutation can be written uniquely in the form [A, C(n — k),Z] for some k 
where A is a permutation of the first j  elements (0 < j  < k) and Z is a permutation 
of the last k — j  elements, as long as n — k > 2: A permutation P  G Sn can either 
be connected (i.e. P  e  [C(n)]), or of the form [a,C(n — 1)] or [C(n — 1 ) , 2 ] (i.e. 
P  € {[a, C(n — 1)] U [C(n — 1), z]}), or of the form [6, a, C(n — 2)] or [C(n — 2), 2 , y] 
or [a, C(n — 2),z] or [a,b,C(n — 2)] or [C(n — 2),y ,z], and so on.
n—1
( 8 . 1)
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Write Cn for the number of connected permutations of length n. Counting gives the 
following asymptotic expansion:
k
n\ ~  5 Z ak Cn-k where ak = ^  j\ (k -  j)\ 
k>o j=o
= Cn + 2 Cn~ i  4- 5 Cn- 2 4- 16 Cn~ 3 4  64 Cn-4 4  312 Cn- 5 4  • • •
( 8 .2)
(8.3)
The sequence of coefficients ak is entry A003149 in [26].
We make the following Ansatz for the asymptotic expansion of Cn:
^  . I bo bi b2 bz b*
Cn ~  n\ — H------- 1— 0 “*— 3 ^— 7  +  • • •1 n nz n6 nq
(8.4)
To solve for the coefficients bj we recursively evaluate Cn up to N  = 10 terms. The 
following is a script in the GP language.
1 a(n)=sum(k=0,n, k!*(n-k)!) \\ seq. A003149
2 C(n,N)= \\ N terms of C_n
3 { return( 1 - sum(k=l, N, a(k) * C(n-k, N-k) / prod(j=0,k-l,n-j) ) ); }
4 N=105 t = C(n,N) \\ expression (for C_n/n!) in n
6 t = subst(t, n, 1/e) \\ expression in e = 1/n
7 t = taylor(t, e) \\ series in e = 1/n
8 \\ == 1 - 2*e - e‘2 - 5*e"3 - 32*e~4 - 253*e‘5 -
9 Vec(t)10 \\ == [1, -2, -1, -5, -32, -253, -2381, -25912, -319339, ...]
Thus we have
C„ (8.5)
The probability that a random permutation is not connected is 2/n + 0 ( l /n 2) for 
n large. We have not found (8.5) in the literature, so it may be new.
8.2 T he rejection  m eth od
An algorithm for generating a random object x where x G U C V {U is the subset 
of all objects in V that have a required property) is as follows [18].
A lgorithm 8.1 (Reject). Generate a (uniform) random object x e U C V .
1. Generate a random object x € V.
2. If x e U then return it (x is of the required type).
3. Go to step 1.
We will call this algorithm the rejection method.
The method is efficient if generating a random object x e V is fast, the test whether 
x G U is fast, and |V| /  \ U\ (the expected number of iterations) is not too large.
To test for connectedness, we compute the maxima of all proper prefixes [p(0), 
p( 1), ..., p(k)] where k < n — 2. If m^ < k then all elements in the prefix are < k ,
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so the prefix is mapped to itself and the permutation is not connected. The test can 
be done in one linear scan, so it has complexity O(n).
Algorithm 8.2 (TestConnected). Return whether a permutation P  e Sn is con­
nected.
1. Set m := — oo (maximum of the prefix seen so far).
2. For k := 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n — 2 (for all proper prefixes), do:
(a) If p(k) > m then set m := p(k) (update max).
(b) If m < k then return false (prefix mapped to itself, P  not connected).
3. Return true (P is connected).
By the above, the following algorithm runs in expected time n (l +  2/n +  0 ( l /n 2)) 
= n + 2 -F 0(1/n)  for n large.
Algorithm 8.3 (Connectedl). Generate a random connected permutation P € Sn.
1. Generate a random permutation P.
2. If P  is not connected (Algorithm 8.2) then goto step 1.
3. Return P.
8.3 Im proved a lgorithm
The two forms of non-connected permutations that lead to the term 2/n in the 
asymptotic expansion are [a,C(n — 1)] and [C(n — 1 ),z]. Avoiding both of these 
forms in the random permutation P  reduces the probability that P  is not connected 
to 0(1 /n 2). The five forms leading to the quadratic term are [b, a, C(n — 2)], [C(n — 
2),z,y], [a, C(n — 2), z], [a, b, C(n -  2)], and [C(n -  2),y ,z). As the last three are 
excluded by avoiding the prefix a and suffix z, the probability that P  is not connected 
is 2/n2 + 0 ( l /n 3).
Thus the following algorithm runs in expected time n (l +  0 ( l /n 2)) =  n + 0 ( l /n )  
for n large.
Algorithm 8.4 (Connected2). Generate a random connected permutation P  € Sn. 
1. If n < 3 then (small cases)
(a) Set P  := l n.
(b) If n < 1 then return P  (trivial cases).
(c) Swap p(0) with p(n — 1).
(d) If n =  2 then return P (P =  [1,0]).
(e) (Here P =  [2,1,0])
(f) Set i := Z(3) (i € {0,1,2}). Swap p(l) with p(i).
(g) Return P (i =  0 = >  [1,2,0], * =  1 =► [2,1,0], 2 =  3 = *  [2,0,1]).
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2. Set P  := l n (here n > 3).
3. Set io := 1 4- Z(n — 1) (i0 € {1 ,2 ,... ,n  — 1}).
4. Swap p(0) with p(io) (now p(0) ^  0).
5. Set i\ := 1 + Z (n—1) (for swap w ithp(l), which will be moved to last position).
6. Swap p(l) with p(H).
7. If p(l) = n — 1 then (last element would be greatest, try again)
(a) Swap p(l) with p(i\). Swap p(0) with p(io) (undo swaps, note reversed 
order).
(b) Goto step 3 (probability «  1/n, but work only 0(1)).
8. Swap p(l) with p(n — 1) (move to last position).
9. (Here p(0) ^  0 and p(n — 1) ^  n — 1).
10. Randomly permute second to second last element ([p(l),. . .  ,p(n — 2)]).
11. If P  is not connected (use Algorithm 8.2 for testing) then goto step 2 (proba­
bility ~  2 /n2, work O(n)).
12. Return P.
8.4 Im p lem en tation
The code for the cases n < 3 is
1 inline void random_connected_permutation(ulong *f, ulong n) 
// Create a random connected (indecomposable) permutation.
{
if ( n<=3 )
{
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) f[k] = k; 
if ( n<2 ) return; // [] or [0] 
swap2(f [0] , f [n-1]); 
if ( n==2 ) return; // [1,0]
// here: [2,1,0] 
const ulong i = rand_idx(3); 
swap2(f [1] , f [i] ) ;
// i = 0 ==> [1,2,0]
// i = 1 ==> [2,1,0]
// i = 2 ==> [2,0,1]
return;
>
The optimized version of the main part is (Algorithm 8.4)
// will repeat with probability 2/n~2: 
do 
{
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) f[k] = k;
while ( 1 )
const ulong iO = 1 + rand_idx(n-l); // first element must move 
const ulong il = 1 + rand_idx(n-l); // f [1] will be last element
w 
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10 swap2( f [0] , f [iO] );
11 swap2( f [1] , f [il] ) ;
12 if ( f[l]==n-l ) // undo swap and repeat (here: f[0]!=0)
13 {
14 swap2( f [1] , f [il] ) ;
15 swap2( f [0], f [iO] );
16 continue; // probability 1/n but work only 0(1)
17 >
18 else break;
19 >
2021 swap2(f[l], f[n-l]); // move f[l] to last
22 // here: f [0] != 0 and f [n-1] != n-1
23 random_permute(f+l, n-2); // permute 2nd ... 2nd last element
24 >
25 while ( ! is_connected(f, n) );
26 >
Without the optimization the main part of the routine is (Algorithm 8.3)
1 // will repeat with probability 2/n:
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) f[k] = k;
do { random_permute(f, n); } while ( ! is_connected(f, n) );
>
The optimized routine is faster for small n: the performance ratio is about 1.35 for 
n =  5, 1.17 for n =  10, 1.10 for n =  20, and close to 1 for n > 100.
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Chapter 9
Involutions
A permutation which is its own inverse is called an involution. Involutions contain 
only fixed points and cycles of length 2.
9.1 T he num ber o f involutions
Let I(n)  denote the number of involutions of size n. The sequence of numbers 7(n) 
is entry A000085 of [26]. It starts as follows:
n: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
I ( n ) : 1, 1, 2, 4, 10, 26, 76, 232, 764, 2620, 9496, 35696, . . .
arrayr form cycles
[ 0 1 2 3 4 ] (0) (1) (2) (3) (4)
[ 0 1 2 4 3 ] (0) (1) (2) (3, 4)
[ 0 1 3 2 4 ] (0) (1) (2!, 3) (4)
[ 0 1 4 3 2 ] (0) (1) (2, 4) (3)
[ 0 2 1 3 4 ] (0) (1, 2) (3) (4)
[ 0 2 1 4 3 ] (0) (1, 2) (3, 4)
[ 0 3 2 1 4 ] (0) (1, 3) (2) (4)
[ 0 3 4 1 2 ] (0) (1, 3) (2, 4)
[ 0 4 2 3 1 ] (0) (1, 4) (2) (3)
[ 0 4 3 2 1 ] (0) (1, 4) (2, 3)
[ 1 0 2 3 4 ] (0, 1) (2) (3) (4)
[ 1 0 2 4 3 ] (0, 1) (2) (3, 4)
[ 1 0 3 2 4 ] (0, 1) (2, 3) (4)
[ 1 0 4 3 2 ] (0, 1) (2, 4) (3)
[ 2 1 0 3 4 ] (0, 2) (1) (3) (4)
[ 2 1 0 4 3 ] (0, 2) (1) (3, 4)
[ 2 3 0 1 4 ] (0, 2) (1, 3) (4)
[ 2 4 0 3 1 ] (0, 2) (1, 4) (3)
[ 3 1 2 0 4 ] (0, 3) (1) (2) (4)
[ 3 1 4 0 2 ] (0, 3) (1) (2, 4)
[ 3 2 1 0 4 ] (0, 3) (1, 2) (4)
[ 3 4 2 0 1 ] (0, 3) (1, 4) (2)
[ 4 1 2 3 0 ] (0, 4) (1) (2) (3)
[ 4 1 3 2 0 ] (0, 4) (1) (2, 3)
[ 4 2 1 3 0 ] (0, 4) (1, 2) (3)
[ 4 3 2 1 0 ] (0, 4) (1, 3) (2)
F igure  9.1: All 26 involutions e S 5 in lexicographic order.
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We have 7(0) = 1, 7(1) = 1, and, for n > 1, the recursion [24, pp. 85-86]
7(n) =  7 ( n - l )  + ( n - l ) 7 ( n - 2 )  (9.1)
Pick any element x of an involution € <Sn. If it is a fixed point, the remaining 
elements are an involution € *5n_i. If it lies in a 2-cycle with some other element y 
(there are n —1 choices for y), then remaining elements are an involution € <Sn_2 . □
Figure 9.1 illustrates this for the 7(5) = 26 involutions of 5 elements. There are 
7(n — 1) = 7(4) = 10 involutions that have x = 0 as a fixed point. The elements 
^  x form an involution in each of these. The remaining involutions contain a cycle 
(x,y) = (0,y) with (n — 1) = 4 choices for y. For each choice of y the elements ^  x 
and 7  ^y form an involution of size (n — 2) = 3, there are 7(3) = 4 such involutions.
9.2 B ranching probab ilities
To generate a random involution, we put each element either into a fixed point or 
into a 2-cycle. To obtain a uniform distribution, we need to compute (for every n) 
the probability that the element under consideration is a fixed point and branch 
accordingly.
We can interpret relation (9.1) as follows. Among the 7(n) involutions € «Sn there 
are 7(n — 1) such that the element x under consideration is a fixed point and the 
remaining (n — l)7(n — 2) involutions have i  in a 2-cycle. A first version of the 
algorithm can now be given.
Algorithm 9.1 (Involutions). Generate a random involution € Sn.
1. Set P := l n. Set S := (0,1, . . . ,  n — 1}.
2. If n < 1 exit.
3. Choose the smallest x G S  (cycle leader) and remove x from S.
4. Set t := Z(7(n)) and /  := 7(n — 1). Set n := n — 1.
5. If t < f  then goto step 2 (fixed point, nothing to do).
6. Randomly choose y G S  (n — 1 choices) and remove y from 5.
7. Set n := n — 1 and swap x with y (create a 2-cycle). Goto step 2.
In step 3 the word ‘smallest’ is used to make the choice well-defined. In fact any 
element € S can be used.
The algorithm is obviously correct, but it is not practical. It has complexity 0 (n ) 
only if the quantities 7(n) can be computed in time 0(1). Relation (9.1) allows to 
update a pair (7(n), 7(n — 1)) ■—» (7(n + 1), 7(n)) with one multiplication and ad­
dition. Using integer variables leads to large numbers requiring more than constant 
time for these operations. With floating-point variables these operations are 0(1) 
but an overflow will occur already for moderately large n. For example, with IEEE 
double precision floats 7(295) ~  2.80309 • 10307 is the largest representable 7(n).
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We note that Algorithm 9.1 is a special case of a technique that uses unranking (see 
section 2.8 on page 8). Let C(n) be the number of size-n combinatorial objects of a 
certain type satisfying a recurrence relation of the form
C(n) = u(n) C(n -  1) -fi v(n) C{n -  2) + w(n) C(n — 3) + . . .  (9.2)
where the coefficient u(n), u(n), w(n), ...a re  nonnegative. For example, relation 
9.1 is obtained by setting u(n) = 1, v(n) =  (n — 1), and w(n) = . . .  =  0. We call 
the objects corresponding to the term u(n) C(n — 1) objects of the first type, those 
corresponding to v(n) C(n — 2) objects of the second type, and so on. An algorithm 
for unranking can be given as follows.
Algorithm  9.2 (Unrank). Generate the r-th (0 < r  < C{n)) combinatorial object.
1. Set U = u(n) C(n — 1), V = v(n) C(n -  2), W = W(n) C{n -  3), etc.
2. If r < U then return the r-th object of the first type of size n — 1 (recursion).
3. If r < U + V then return the (r — C/)-th object of the second type of size n — 2 
(recursion).
4. If r < U  + V + W  then return the (r — U — V)-th object of the third type of 
size n — 3 (recursion).
5. (And so on).
A random unbiased object can be generated by calling this algorithm with parameter 
r :=  Z(C(n)) (0 < r  < C(n)).
9.3 P ractica l a lgorithm
The key to an efficient algorithm is to use normalized probabilities. Dividing relation 
(9.1) by /(n) gives
7(n — 1) (n — l) / (n  — 2) 
I(n) + I(n) (9.3)
The terms on the right side are the probabilities for a fixed point and for a 2-cycle, 
respectively. We only need one quantity. Define 6(n) = 7(n — l)/7(n), we have 
0 < b(n) < 1. The update b(n) &(n -f 1) is
6(n + 1) 1
1 -fin 6(n)
(9.4)
In the algorithm we need the sequence 6(n), b(n -  1), b(n — 2), etc., that is the other 
direction:
6(n) 1
n
( - L -
\b(n + 1) (9.5)
We could compute b(n) (via (9.4), in time O(n)) before the start of the algorithm, 
and use (9.5) in the course of the algorithm. However, (9.5) is numerically unstable.
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Therefore we will use an array of precomputed values b(k) for 2 < k < n. If many 
involutions need to be generated, this also has the advantage that the (usually 
expensive) divisions in the computation are replaced by a simple read from memory. 
The recursion used in the following auxiliary algorithm is numerically stable. 
A lgorithm 9.3 (AuxInvBranches). Precompute array B = [6(2), 6(3), • • • > 6(n)] °f 
probabilities for a fixed point.
1. Set r := 0.5 (floating-point type).
2. For k := 2 ,3 ,4 ,..., n do:
(a) Set b(k) := r.
(b) Set r := 1/(1 + (A: + 1) r) (update b(k) b(k + 1)).
The implementation uses an auxiliary routine for updating the probabilities:
1 inline void next.involution branch ratio(double &rat, double &nl)
2 // R(n) = 1 / ( 1 +  (n-1) * R(n-l) )
3 // R(n+1) = 1 / ( 1 + n * R(n) )
4 {
5 nl += 1.0;
6 rat = 1.0/( 1.0 + nl*rat );
7 >
89 inline void init involution_branch_ratios(double *b, ulong n)
10 {
11 b [0] = 1.0;
12 double rat =0.5, nl = 1.0;
13 for (ulong k=l; k<n; ++k)
14 {
15 b[k] = rat;
16 next_involution_branch_ratio(rat, nl);
17 >
18 >
In the main algorithm the set operations are to be done as described in section 5.1 
on page 25. The function R() returns an unbiased random real number 0 < x < 1 
of floating-point type.
Algorithm 9.4 (InvolutionsPrac). Generate a random involution € Sn.
1. Precompute the array B = [6(2), 6(3), . . . ,  6(n)] of branching probabilities 
with Algorithm 9.3.
2. Set P := ln. Set S  := {0 ,1 ,..., n — 1}.
3. If n < 1 exit.
4. Choose any x G S (cycle leader) and remove x from S.
5. Set t := R() and /  := 6(n). Set n := n — 1.
6. If t < f  then goto step 3 (fixed point, nothing to do).
7. Randomly choose y G S  (n — 1 choices) and remove y from S.
8. Set n := n — 1 and swap x with y (create a 2-cycle). Goto step 3.
The algorithm has complexity O(n) which is optimal.
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The main routine can use preallocated workspaces for the set S (variable tr ) and 
the array of probabilities (variable tb). The first element chosen in each step is the 
last (in the array representation) of the set S, with this choice the swap for removing 
the element can be avoided.
1
10
11
12
13
16
17
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19
20 
21 
22
23
24
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
template ctypename Type>
inline void random_permute_self_inverse(Type *f, ulong n,
ulong *tr=0,
double *tb=0, bool bi=false)
// Permute the elements of f by a random involution.
// Set bi:=true to signal that the branch probabilities in tb[]
// have been precomputed (via init_involution_branch_ratios()).{ ulong *r = tr;
if ( tr==0 ) r = new ulong[n];
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) r[kj = k;
ulong nr = n; // number of elements available
// available positions are r[0]..... r[nr-l]
double *b = tb;
if ( tb==0 ) { b = new double[n]; bi=false; >
if ( !bi ) init_involution_branch_ratios(b, n);
while ( nr>=2 ){ const ulong xl = nr-1; // choose last element
const ulong rl = r[xlj; // available position 
// remove from set:
— nr; // no swap needed if xl==last
const double rat = b[nr]; // probability to choose fixed point
const double t = rndOlO; // 0 <= t < 1 
if ( t > rat ) // 2-cycle
const ulong x2 = rand_idx(nr);
const ulong r2 = r[x2]; // random available position != rl
— nr; swap2(r[x2], r[nr]); // remove from set
swap2( f[rl] , f [r2] ); // create a 2-cycle
>// else fixed point, nothing to do
>
if ( tr==0 ) delete [] r; 
if ( tb==0 ) delete [] b;
>
9.4 Forward variant
We give an algorithm which avoids the array of branch ratios. The sequence of 
branching probabilities has to be computed each time which can be a disadvantage 
if many involutions are to be generated.
Fix n and let Tj (0 < j  < \ji/2\)  be the number of involutions G Sn with j  2-cycles. 
We proceed in two steps. In the first step we randomly select 0 < j  < [n/2J such 
that the probability for obtaining j  is Tj/In where In =  Y l j = T j  is the number 
of involutions G Sn. In the second step we generate a random involution with j  
2-cycles.
In the following auxiliary algorithm the abbreviation NTC is used for “Number of
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2-cycles”.
A lgorithm  9.5 (Num2Cycles). Compute the number of 2-cycles for a random in­
volution £ Sn-
1. Set t\ 0 and to := 0. (NTC in permutations of 0 and 1 elements).
2. Set r := 0.5 (probability for a fixed point for n = 2).
3. for k := 2 ,3 , . . . ,  n do:
(a) (Here t\ and to are the NTC for k -  2 and k — 1, respectively).
(b) Set t := R().
(c) If t > r  then set (t\, to) := (to, 1 +  ti) (one more 2-cycle), 
else set (ti, to) := (to, to) (same number of 2-cycles).
(d) (Here t\ and to are the NTC for k — 1 and fc, respectively).
(e) Set r  := 1/(1 +  (k -1- 1) r) (update probability for k +  1).
4. Return to (we have 0 < to and 2to < n).
The implementation is straightforward:
1
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
inline ulong rand_num_2cycles_involution(ulong n)
// Return number of 2-cycles for a random involution of n elements. 
{ ulong tO = 0, tl = 0; 
double rat = 0.5, nl = 1.0; 
for (ulong k=2; k<=n; ++k)
-C const double t = rndOlO; // 0 <= t < 1 
if ( t > rat ) // 2-cycle
ulong v = 1 + tl; // == 1 + second-last 
tl = tO; 
tO = v;
>else { tl = tO; > // fixed point
next_involution_branch_ratio(rat, nl);
>
return tO;
Now the main algorithm is almost trivial:
A lgorithm  9.6 (InvolutionsPracl). Permute the elements of F  = [/(0), /(1), . . . ,  f (n  — l)j 
with a random involution £ Sn.
1. Compute j  with Algorithm 9.5 (number of 2-cycles).
2. Set R  := [0, 1, . . . ,  n — 1], set r := n (initialize set).
3. For k := 1,2, . . . ,  j  do:
(a) Call Algorithm 5.1 to swap two of the unprocessed elements of F  (Algo­
rithm 5.1 modifies the array B : the positions of the swapped elements 
are removed).
(b) Set r := r  — 2 (adjust number of remaining arguments).
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The implementation uses the routine for creating a random cycle given as Algorithm 
5.1 on page 25:
template <typename Type>
inline void random_permute_self_inversel(Type *f, ulong n, ulong *tr=0)
// Permute the elements of f by a random involution.
// This routine avoids the array of branch probabilities.{ ulong *r = tr;
if ( tr==0 ) r = new ulong [n];
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) r[k] = k; // initialize set 
ulong nr = n; // number of elements available
10 // available positions are r[0], ..., r[nr-l]
1112 ulong n2c = rand_num_2cycles_involution(n);
13 while ( n2c—  ) nr = random_cycle(f, 2, r, nr);
1415 if ( tr==0 ) delete [] r;
16 >
A random involution is obtained with F =  l n:
1 inline void random_self_inverse_permutationl(ulong *f, ulong n, ulong *tr=0)
2 // Create a random involution.
3 {
4 for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) f[k] = k;
5 random_permute_self_inversel(f, n, tr);
6 >
The routine implementing Algorithm 9.6 is slower than the routine for Algorithm 
9.4. Permuting 100,000 words (of 64 bits) 1,000 times takes (using an AMD64 CPU 
with 2.2GHz) respectively 16.7 and 10.2 seconds.
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Chapter 10
Cycle spectrum
We call P a permutation with maximal cycle spectrum L if all cycles of p have a 
length A € L. For example, involutions have maximal cycle spectrum L =  {1,2} 
and derangements of length n have L = {2,3,4,... ,n}. We give algorithms to 
generate random permutations with prescribed maximal cycle spectrum L (that is, 
permutations where only cycles of length A € L are allowed).
10.1 P rescrib ed  m axim al cycle  sp ectru m
The recurrence (9.1) on page 56 can be generalized for permutations where only 
cycles of certain lengths are allowed. Let L =  {l\, I2 , . . . ,  lu} be the set of allowed 
cycle lengths. Let P^(n) be the number of permutations of n elements with maximal 
cycle spectrum L. We have Pl (0) = 1, Pl {n) = 0 for n < 0, and for n > 1 the 
recurrence relation (by repeated application of relation (2.16) on page 5)
P l (ti) = ^  F  (n — 1, / — 1) Pl(h. — fc) where (10.1a)
leL
F (n ,e) := (n) (n — 1) (n — 2) ... (n — (e — 1)) (10.1b)
and F(n, e) = 1 for e < 0. The exponential generating function (EGF) for permu­
tations with maximal cycle spectrum L is [27, example 5.2.10, p. 18-19]
= e x p f ^ j )  ' (10.2)
n=0 ' \ l e L  )
For example, if only cycles of length 1 or 3 are allowed (L = {1, 3}), the recurrence 
is
Pl (v)  = pL{n -  1) + (n -  1) (n -  2) Pi{n -  3) (10.3)
The sequence of numbers of these permutations (whose order divides 3) is entry 
A001470 of [26]:
n: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
P_L(n): 1, 1, 1, 3, 9, 21, 81, 351, 1233, 5769, 31041, . . .
We can compute the sequence via the EGF as follows:
? Vec( serlaplace( exp( x~3/3+x~l / l +0(x“ll) ) ) )
[1, 1, 1, 3, 9, 21, 81, 351, 1233, 5769, 31041]
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10.2 O utline o f  th e  algorithm
We use a generalization of the algorithm described in section 9.4 on page 59. A 
permutation of length n is generated in two steps: first an integer partition of n into 
parts £ L is created, then a permutation with the cycle type given by the partition 
is generated. The latter is given as Algorithm 5.4 on page 28 so we only discuss the 
generation of the partitions.
At each step a partition of n is generated by adding some l € L to a partition of 
n — l. A partition of n into parts £ L (with multiplicities mk > 0)
We further assume that li < I2 < . . .  < lu so that lu is the greatest cycle length 
allowed. The list of the last lu partitions has to be maintained as any of those may 
be chosen to create the next partition. The size of each partition is 0(u) so the list 
is of size 0(u lu).
The choices for partitions to be used for creating the next partition is in general not 
amongst all lu in the list. We call n admissible (with respect to L) if Pl (ti) ^  0. A 
value n is admissible if and only if a partition of n into parts £ L exists.
Set g := 0 if L is empty, g := l\ if L contains just one element, and otherwise 
set g := gcd (/ € L). If g ^  1 then only values of n which are multiples of g are 
admissible. If g = 1 there may still occur values of n that are not admissible, for 
example with L = {3, 5} the sequence of numbers of partitions starts as
? Vec( l/((l-x~3)*(l-x~5)) +0(x“22) )[1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2]
so the values 1, 2, 4, and 7 are not admissible. The values in the sequence are zero 
if and only if the number of permutations is zero:
? Vec( serlaplace( exp( x“3/3+x~5/5 +0(x~22) ) ) )
[1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 24, 40, 0, 2688, 2240, 72576, 443520, ...]
For generating a partition of n we need a list H (for ‘history’) of pairs H(k) = 
(Pz,(fc), M(k )) for n — 1 < k < n —lu where M(k) is defined by (10.5). If Pl {ti—1) = 0 
for all l £ L then we mark n as inadmissible (that is, we set H(n) = (0,*) where 
the second component is immaterial). Otherwise we choose k £ L according to the 
probabilities obtained by dividing identity (10.1a) by the term on its left
U
n (10.4)
is stored as a vector
M{n) := [mi, m2, . . . ,  mu] (10.5)
1 ( 10.6)
Then we set H(n) =  (Pi(n), M (n )) where
M(n) = M{k) + Ek (10.7)
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and Ek is the unit vector with a single one at the position of m^.
Using the probabilities of relation (10.6) introduces a bias in the partitions according 
to the number of permutations of cycle type corresponding to the partitions. The 
non-uniformity in the distribution of the partitions is such that the permutations 
are uniformly distributed.
10.3 A lgorith m
In the following algorithm we use the cardinalities from relation (10.1a) (instead of 
the probabilities from (10.6)).
A lgorithm  10.1 (CycSpecPart). Generate an integer partition M  of N  into parts 
G L =  {/i, I2 , . . . ,  lu}, biased such that the permutation whose cycle type corresponds 
to M  is uniformly chosen from all permutations with maximal cycle spectrum L. Re­
turn the pair (Pl (N ), M( N) )  where Px,(7V) the number of length-N permutations 
with maximal cycle spectrum L and M ( N ) is the generated partition.
1. Set E  to the length-u vector of zeros (empty partition).
2. If n < 0 return (0,E)  (negative N  are not admissible).
3. Set u := |L|.
4. Set H{  1) := (1, E)  (top entry in history, corresponding to n =  0).
5. For k := 2 , 3 , . . .  ,ZU set H( k) := (0, E)  (history entries for n <  0).
6. Set n := 1 (loop variable).
7. If n < N  return H(  1).
8. (here H(k)  =  (Px,(n — k), M(n  — k))).
9. For j  := 1 , 2 , . . . ,  u do: (create vector [p(l), p{2) , . . .  ,p(u)] of cardinalities) 
set b := lj (offset in history),
set x := Pn-b (this is the first entry in the pair //(&)), .
set p(u) := x F(n — 1, 6 — 1) (for probability to choose j  in update).
10. Set PL{n) := £ “=1 p{j).
11. If Pl {ti) =  0 then set H (0) := (0, E) and go to step 18 (n is not admissible).
12. Set r := 1 +  Z (Pl (^)) (we have 1 <  r < P i(n)).
13. Set c := 0 (auxiliary cumulative sum for choice).
14. For j  := 1 , 2 , . . . ,  u do: (determine choice k)
set c := c +  p ( j ), if c > r then set k := j  and terminate this loop.
15. Set b := Ik (will update with entry H(b)).
16. Set Mo := M(6) (second entry in H(b)),  increase the k-th component by 1 
(update partition: using one more part of size Ik).
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17. Set H(0) := (PL(n), M0).
18. For j  := lu, lu — 1 , . . . ,  3,2 set H(j)  := — 1) (update history).
19. Set H( 1) := H(0) (entry for n).
20. Set n := n + 1 and go to step 7.
The algorithm for the permutation is
Algorithm 10.2 (CycSpec). Generate a length-n permutation with maximal cycle 
spectrum L = {/i, I2 , . . . ,  lu}-
1. Compute a pair H(n) = (Pi(n), M(n)) using algorithm Algorithm 10.1.
2. If P/,(n) = 0 then signal error and exit.
3. Use Algorithm 5.4 on page 28 with arguments n, M(n), and L to generate the 
permutation with cycle type described by M(n ) and L.
Assume n is admissible with respect to L. The algorithm generates only permu­
tations with cycle type L, by construction. All such permutations are generated 
uniformly as guaranteed by relation (10.1a). □
10.4 Im p lem en tation
We use the GP language [21] in order to keep the implementation readable. The 
following routine is used to compute F(n,e):
1 ffactpow(n,e)=
{ local(f=l);
for (k=0, e-1, f*=(n-k) ); 
return( f );
>
The routine takes the arguments N= n, L= L, and VB G {0,1} to determine whether 
intermediate quantities are printed in the process. Figure 10.1 shows the output 
with the generation of a partition into parts e L  = {3,5}fora length-8 permutation 
with cycle spectrum L. The output is done in the lines of the form
if ( VB, print(.. .) );
gen_part(L,N, VB=0)=
{
local(u,lu); \\ number of allowed parts, greatest part
local(H, HO); \\ history, new entry in history 
local(E); \\ aux: empty partition
local(pp, pin); \\ probabilities (as cardinalities) 
local(cp); \\ aux: cumulative sums with choice
local(k, lk); \\ choice from history
10 u=length(L);
11 E = vector(u); \\ empty partition
12
13 if ( N<0, return( [0,E] ) ); \\ negative N is not admissible
14
15 lu = L[u]; \\ number of entries in history (greatest part in L)
16 H=vector(lu); \\ pairs (as vectors) as history
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? L=[3,5] \\ allowed parts
? gen_part(L,8,l) \\ generate length-8 permutation
[1,
[1,
C I ,
[1,
[2,
[2 ,
[2 ,
[2 ,
[3,
[3,
[3,
[3,
[4,
t4,
[4,
[4,
[5,
[5,
[5,
[5,
[6,
[6,
[6,
[6,
[7,
[7,
[7,
[7,
[8,
[8,
[8,
[8.
[0 , [0 , 0] ] ,  [0 , [0 , 0] ] ,  [0 , [0 , 0] ] ] ]
[0 , [0 , 0] ] ,  [0 , [0 , 0] ] ,  [0 , [0 , 0] ] ] ]
H=", [[1, [0, 0]], [0, [0, 0]] 
pp=", [0, 0], " pln=", 0] 
no choice available"] 
new=", [0, [0, 0]]]
H=", [[0, [0, 0]], [1, [0, 0]] 
pp=", [0, 0], " pln=", 0] 
no choice available"] 
new=", [0, [0, 0]]]
H=", [[0, [0, 0]], [0, [0, 0]], [1, [0, 0]], [0, [0, 0]], [0, [0, 0]]]]
pp=", [2, 0], " pln=", 2]
rnd=", 1, " ==> choice: k=", 1, " lk=", 3]
new=", [2, [1, 0]]]
H=", [[2, [1, 0]], [0, [0, 0]], [0, [0, 0]], [1, [0, 0]], [0, [0, 0]]]]
pp=", [0, 0], " pln=", 0]
no choice available"] 
new=", [0, [0, 0]]]
H=", [[0, [0, 0]], [2, [1, 0]]. t0, [0, 0]], [0, [0, 0]], [1, [0, 0]]]]
pp=\ t0, 24], " pln=", 24]
rnd=", 13, " ==> choice: k=", 2, " lk=", 5]
new=", t24, [0, 1]]]
H=", tt24, t0, 1]], t0, t0, 0]], t2, tl, 0]], t0, t0, 0]], t0, t0, 0]]]]
pp=", t40. 0], " pln=", 40]
rnd=", 26, " ==> choice: k=", 1, " lk=", 3]
new=", [40, [2, 0]]]
H=", [[40, [2, 0]], [24, [0, 1]], [0, [0, 0]], [2, [1, 0]], [0, [0, 0]]]] 
pp=", [0, 0], " pln=", 0] 
no choice available"] 
new=", [0, [0, 0]]]
H=", [[0, [0, 0]], [40, [2, 0]], [24, [0, 1]], [0, [0, 0]], [2, [1, 0]]]]
pp=", [1008, 1680], " pln=", 2688]
rnd=", 57, " ==> choice: k=", 1, " lk=", 3]
new=", [2688, [1, 1]]]
[2688, [1, 1]] w return 8==1*3+1*5, and there are 2688 such permutations
[1. 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1. 0, 1. 1, ... ] \\ numbers of partitions
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ... ] \\ == n
[1. 0, 0, 2, 0, 24, 40, 0, 2688, 2240, ... ] \\ number of permutations
Figure 10.1: Quantities with generating a partition for a length-8 permutation 
with maximal cycle spectrum L = {3,5} (the cycle spectrum is indeed L).
18 \\ H[k] contains partition n-k, we start with n==l:
19 for (k=2, lu, H[k]=[0,E] ); \\ not admissible (negative n)
20 H[l] = [1, E]; \\ admissible, empty partition (n==0)
The main part updates the history until the top entry corresponds to the required 
permutation length:
1 for (n=l, N,
2 if ( VB, printpC[n," H=", H]); );
3
4 \\ probabilities (as cardinalities) biased for permutations:
5 pp = vector (u,j , (H[L[j]][l]) * ffactpow(n-l ,L[j]-l) );6
7 \\ number of length-n permutations with cycle spectrum L:
8 pin = sum(j=l,u, ppCj3);
9
10 if ( VB, print([n," pp=",pp," pln=",pln]); );
11
12 if ( pln==0, \\ no admissible entry can be reached
13 H0=[0, E]; \\ ... so n is not admissible
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if ( VB, print([n," no choice available"]); );
, \\ else (make choice and update)
rnd = 1 + random(pln); \\ vectors are one-based 
k = 0; \\ index of choice
cp = 0; \\ aux: cumulative sums of probabilities
for (j=l,u, cp+=pp[j]; if ( cp>=rnd, k=j; breakO; ) );
lk = L[k]; \\ this far back in history
if ( VB, print([n, " rnd=",rnd,
" ==> choice: k=", k, " lk=", lk ]); );
H0=H[lk];
HO [1] = pin;
HO [2] [k] += 1; \\ update partition
\\ move entries in history down (shift H): 
forstep (j=lu, 2, -1, H[j]=H[j-l]);
\\ ... and replace top entry:
H [1] = HO; \\ this is the entry corresponding to n
if ( VB, print([n, " new=", H [1]]); ); 
if ( VB, print(); );
return( HCl] );
For better efficiency, the history should be kept in a data structure that allows for 
a less costly update, such as a ringbuffer. Still, even if probabilities (instead of 
cardinalities) are used and all arithmetic operations are assumed to be 0 (1 ), the 
algorithm is 0 (n 2) in the general case.
It may be possible to replace probabilities by cumulative probabilities and use binary 
search instead of linear search, but we will not attempt to do this here.
If the weights for permutations are removed, we obtain a routine for unbiased random 
compositions (not partitions). For the corresponding routine replace (at the start 
of the main loop)
\\ probabilities (as cardinalities) biased for permutations: 
pp = vector(u, j , (H[L[j]] [1] ) * f f actpow(n-l ,L [j]-1) );
by
\\ probabilities for unbiased compositions: 
pp = vector(u, j , nL[L[j]] );
The size l j  chosen in each step has to be recorded, keeping the order. The list of 
these quantities is a composition of n into parts € L.
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Chapter 11
Derangem ents
A permutation with only cycles of length > 2 does not contain any fixed point and 
is called a derangement. We give algorithms for random derangements and also for 
derangements with all cycles of length > m.
11.1 T he num ber o f derangem ents
Let D(n) be the number of derangements of n elements and e =  exp(l). We have 
D(0) = 1, D( 1) =  0, D(2) =  1, and for n > 2 (see [4, p. 182] or [24, p. 74])
D{n) = (n — 1) [D(n — 1) +  D(n — 2)] (11.1)
The sequence of numbers D(n) (entry A000166 in [26]) starts as
n: 1, 2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  10, 11,
D(n): 0 ,  1, 2 ,  9 ,  44 ,  265, 1854, 14833, 133496, 1334961, 14684570, . . .
n ! : 1, 2 ,  6 ,  24, 120, 720 ,  5040, 40320, 362880, 3628800, 39916800, . . .
We will further use the following identities:
n  ( — \ ) k
D(n) =  n! ^ ——— for n > 0  (11.2a)
k=o
D(n) =  |_(n! +  l) /e j for n > l  (11.2b)
11.2 B ranching probab ilities
In each step of the algorithm for a random derangement we select two different 
elements and swap them to join the cycles containing them. Then we either remove 
one or both of them from the set of available elements. Assume that n elements 
are to be processed. If both chosen elements are removed, the cycle is closed and it 
remains to generate a derangement of n — 2 elements. Otherwise the cycle containing 
the chosen elements stays open for further extension and it remains to generate a 
derangement of n — 1 elements.
If n elements are left, the probability of closing the cycle is
b(n) (n — 1) D(n — 2) D(n) (11.3)
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This can be seen by dividing relation (11.1) by D (n ):
(n — l ) D { n  — 1) (n — l ) D ( n  — 2) 
D{n)  ^  D(n)
(11.4)
By relation (11.2b) we have b(n) «  (n — 1) (n — 2)!/n! =  1/n for n large. Already 
for n > 30 we have |6(n) — l /n\  < 2-106. This is due to the rapid convergence (to 
1/e) of the sum in relation (11.2a): we have 6(n) =  l / n  +  0( l /n\ ) .
Therefore we precompute the branching probabilities only for n <  32.
A lgorithm  11.1 (DerangeBranches). Precompute array B =  [6(2), . . . ,  6(31)] of 
probabilities for closing the cycle.
1. Set 6(2) := 1.0 (floating-point type).
2. Set do := 1-0, d\ := 0.0, and n\ := 1.0.
3. For n := 3 , 4 , . . . ,  31 do:
(a) Set d.2  := di, d\ := do, n\ := n\ +  1.0, and do := n\ (d\ +  d2 ).
(b) Set 6(n) := n\ d2 /do (=  (n — 1) D(n  — 2) /D(n)) .
In the following implementation the variables dn0= do, dnl=  d\,  and dn2= d<2 are 
respectively the values D(n ), D(n — 1), and D(n — 2), as floating-point numbers:
1
2
34
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21
// number of precomputed branch ratios:
#define NUM_PBR 32 // OK for up to 106-bit significand
inline void init_derange_branch_ratios(double *b)
// Precompute branching probabilities for random derangements. 
// n == 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, ...
// b [] == 0, 1, 0, 0.3333, 0.1818, 0.1698, 0.1423, 0.1250, ...
// b[n-1] == (n-1) * D(n-2) / D(n)
{ b[0] =0.0; // unused
b [1] = 1 .0;
double dnO = 1.0, dnl = 0.0, nl = 1.0; 
for (ulong n=3; n<=NUM_PBR; ++n)
{ const double dn2 = dnl; 
dnl = dnO; 
nl += 1.0;
dnO = nl*(dnl + dn2);
b[n-l] = (nl) * dn2/dn0; // == (n-1) * D(n-2) / D(n)
>
For greater values of NUM_PBR or with floating-point types with smaller range the 
variable dnO will overflow. This can be avoided if normalization is used. To do so, 
replace the body of the for-loop with the following statements:
double dn2 = dnl; 
dnl = 1.0; // ==dn0; 
nl += 1.0;
dnO = nl*(dnl + dn2); 
dnl /= dnO; 
dn2 /= dnO;
// dnO /= dnO; // i.e. dn0==1.0
b[n-l] = nl * dn2; // == (n-1) * D(n-2) / D(n)
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11.3 A lgorith m
The main algorithm works for n > 2 (there is no derangement of length 1). We 
assume that the array B  of branching probabilities has been precomputed. 
A lgorithm  11.2  (Derangement). Apply a random derangement £ Sn to F =  
[/(0), / ( l ) ,  / ( n -  1)].
1. Set S  := (0, 1, . . . ,  n — 1} (initialize set).
2. Select an element r\ from S.
3. Select a random r<i ^  r\ from S.
4. Swap / ( n )  with / ( r 2 ) (join the cycles containing f { r \ )  and f ( r 2 )).
5. Set r := |5j. If r >  32 then set p := 1.0/r else set p := b(r) (probability).
6. Set t := R() (a random real number 0 < t <  1).
7. If t < p then remove both r\ and ri  from S (close cycle).
8. Otherwise (i.e. t >  p) remove 7 *1 from S (leave cycle open).
9. If there are at least 2 elements in S then goto step 2.
If we use the method from section 5.1 on page 25 for maintaining the set S  then the 
algorithm is O(n) which is optimal.
The method is (essentially) given in [15]. However, the paper leaves open how to 
compute the probabilities b(n) in 0 (1 ), and the method for maintaining the set of 
available elements used there is slightly less efficient.
If many derangements are to be generated, the divisions in step 5 may be avoided 
with a precomputed look-up table of values 1.0/r. No problems with nonlocal mem­
ory access should occur as the elements of the table are accessed in a sequential 
fashion.
The implementation uses the following function to determine the probability of 
closing the cycle:
1 inline double derange_branch_ratio(const double *b, ulong n)
// Reurn probability for closing cycle with n elements.
{ if ( n<NUM_PBR ) return b[n]; 
else return 1.0/(double)n;
>
The routine for random derangement can use preallocated workspaces for the set 5  
(variable tr ) and the array of probabilities (variable tb). The first element chosen 
in each step is the last (in the array representation) of the set 5 , with this choice 
the swap with removing the element can be avoided.
1 template <typename Type>
2 inline void random_derange(Type *f, ulong n,
3 ulong *tr=0,
4 double *tb=0, bool bi=false)
5 // Permute the elements of f by a random derangement.
6 // Set bi:=true to signal that the branch probabilities in tb[]
7 // have been precomputed (via init_derange_branch_ratios()).
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14IS
17
18
19
20 21 22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2930
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
4243
44
45
// Must have n > 1.
{ ulong *r = tr;
if ( tr==0 ) r = new ulong [n];
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) r[k] = k;
ulong nr = n; // number of elements available
// available positions are r[0], .... r[nr-l]
double *b = tb;
if ( tb==0 ) { b = new double[NUM_PBR]; bi=false; >
if ( !bi ) init_derange_branch_ratios(b);
while ( nr>=2 ){
const ulong xl = nr-1; // last element
const ulong rl = r[xl];
const ulong x2 = rand_idx(nr-l); // random element !=last
const ulong r2 = r [x2];
swap2( f[rl], f [r2] ); // join cycles containing f[rl] and f [r2]
// remove r[xl]=rl from set:
— nr; // swap2(r[xl], r[nr]); // swap not needed if xl==last
const double rat = derange_branch_ratio(b, nr); 
const double t = rndOlO; // 0 <= t < 1 
if ( t < rat ) // close cycle{ // remove r[x2]=r2 from set:
— nr; swap2(r[x2], r[nr]);
>// else cycle stays open
>
if ( tr==0 ) delete G  r; 
if ( tb==0 ) delete [] b;
11.4 C om parison w ith  rejection  m eth od
The probability that a random permutation of length-n is a derangement is «  1/e 
for large n, as can be seen from relation (11.2b). Therefore the rejection method 
described in section 8.2 on page 50 is a practical alternative to Algorithm 11.2.
For the comparison we use a routine that improves over the obvious algorithm by 
detecting fixed points early:
inline void random_derangement_rej(ulong *p, ulong n)
// Random derangement via rejection method.
{
if ( n<2 ) return; // avoid hang 
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) p[k] = k;
again:
for (ulong k=n; k>l; — k){
10 const ulong i = rand_idx(k);
11 swap2(p[k— 1] , p[i]);
12 // early detection of fixed point:
13 if ( (p[k-1]==k-l) ) goto again;
14 >
15
16 if ( (p[0]==0) ) goto again;
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17 >
For timing, 100 thousand derangements of 1000 elements (fitting into the first level 
cache of the machine used) are generated. The rejection method needs 8.25 seconds, 
while the implementation of Algorithm 11.2 needs 7.76 seconds. If the table of branch 
ratios is computed for all n < 1000 the time needed (again for Algorithm 11.2) is 
7.28 seconds (as we avoided the divisions by precomputing the branch ratios).
While Algorithm 11.2 is not much faster on average, it has two advantages. The 
generation of one derangement is guaranteed to finish in linear time, and, more 
importantly, it can be generalized as follows.
11.5 L ength  o f cycles at least m
Let Dm(n) be the number of length-n permutations with all cycles of length > m 
(where m > 2). We have Dm(0) = 1, Dm(k) = 0 for 0 < k < m, and the recurrence
Dm(n) = (n — 1) Dm(n — 1) + F(n — 1, m — 1) Dm(n — m) where (11.5a) 
F(n, m) := (n) (n — 1) (n — 2) . . .  (n — (m — 1)) (11.5b)
and F(n,m ) = 1 for m < 0 (compare to relation (10.1a) on page 63).
In each step of the algorithm we use the probabilities
1 _  {n -  1) Dm(n -  1) F(n -  1, m -  1) Dm(n -  m) 
^m (n) L>m{n) ( 11.6)
to choose between two possible actions. With probability (n — 1) Dm(n — 1 )/Dm(n) 
we select two distinct elements, swap them, and remove one of them from the set 
of available elements. With probability F(n — 1, m  — 1) Dm{n — m)/D m(n) (the 
complement of the former) we select m distinct elements, apply a random cyclic 
permutation of them to join all their (initially distinct) cycles and remove all of 
them from the set.
Algorithm  11.3 (Der-M). Apply a random permutation € Sn (where n > m) with 
only cycles of length > m where m  > 2  to F = [/(0), /(1), . . . ,  f (n  — 1)].
1. Set S  := {0, 1, . . . ,  n — 1} (initialize set).
2. Set s := |S|. If s < 2 then terminate.
3. Set p := (s — 1) Dm(s — 1 )/Dm(s) (probability, read from precomputed array).
4. Select an element r\ and remove it from S (no need for random selection).
5. Set t := R() (a random real number 0 < t < 1).
6. If t < p then do: (join two cycles)
(a) Select a random r2 7^  r  1 from 5.
(b) Swap f(r\)  with / ( r 2) (join the cycles containing /( r i)  and f i r 2)).
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7. If t > p then do: (join m  cycles and remove resulting cycle from S)
(a) Randomly select m — 1 distinct elements r2, 1*3, . . . ,  rm and remove them 
from S.
(b) Using Algorithm 3.12 on page 15 apply a random cyclic permutation to 
f ( r  1), /(r2), . . . ,  f{ rm) (join the m cycles containing these elements).
8. Go to step 2.
The algorithm is 0 (n ) which is optimal. The complexity does not depend on m.
We now given an implementation for the derangements with all cycles of length > 3. 
The sequence of numbers D3(n) of such permutations starts as (see A038205 in [26]):
n: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, ...
D3(n): 1, 0, 0, 2, 6, 24, 160, 1140, 8988, 80864, 809856, 8907480, ...
The recurrence (11.5a) specializes as
D3{n) =  (n — 1) D3(n — 1) + (n — 1) (n — 2) D3(n — 3) (11.7)
An array of precomputed probabilities will be used:
L inline void init_derange3_branch_ratios(double *b, ulong N)
2 // Precompute branching probabilities for random derangements
1 // with all cycles of length >= 3.
4 // n == 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
5 // 0 , 0 , 1 , 1, 3/4, 16/19, 95/107, 321/361,
6 // b[] == [0, 0, 1, 1, 0.75, 0.8421, 0.8878, 0.8891,
7 // b [n-2] == (n-1) * D3(n-1) / D3(n) (i.e. offset=2)
89 b [0] = 0.0; b [1]=0.0;
10 double dnO = 2.0, dnl = 0.0, dn2 = 0.0;
11 double nl = 2.0, n2 = 1.0;
1213
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for (ulong n=2; n<N; ++n)
dn3 = dn2;const double 
dn2 = dnl 
dnl = dnO 
nl += 1.0; n2 += 1.0; 
dnO = nl*(dnl + n2*dn3); 
b[n] = (nl) * dnl/dnO; // (n-1) * D3(n-1) / D3(n)
For n large normalization is needed, replace the loop body with the following state­
ments:
double dn3 = dn2; 
dn2 = dnl;
dnl = 1.0; // ==dn0; 
nl += 1.0; n2 += 1.0; 
dnO = nl*(dnl + n2*dn3); 
dnl /= dnO; 
dn2 /= dnO; 
dn3 /= dnO;
// dnO /= dnO; // i.e. dn0==1.0 
10 b[n] = nl * dnl; // == (n-1) * D3(n-1) / D3(n)
We have lim^oo D3{n)/n\ = exp(—3/2) and the probabilities rapidly approach 
(n — l)/n . So we could use a technique of mixed lookup for small n and on-the-fly 
computation for large n. For the sake of simplicity we omit this.
11.5: Length of cycles at least m
The general expression for the limit is [28, rel. 5.2.9, p. 176]
lim Dm(n)/n\ =  e x p (- tfm_i)n—»oo
where H  ^ =  Y lj= i I/O* The exponential generating function is
oo
Dmi )^
n=0
xn ^  exp ( -  YX=1 t )  
n! 1 — x
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( 11.8)
(11.9)
The main routine for m =  3 is
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template <typename Type>
inline void random_derange3(Type *f, ulong n,
ulong *tr=0,
double *tb=0, bool bi=false)
// Permute the elements of f by a random derangement 
// with all cycles of length >= 3.
// Set bi:=true to signal that the branch probabilities in tb[]
// have been precomputed (via init_derange3_branch_ratios()).
// Must have n >= 3.
ulong *r = tr;
if ( tr==0 ) r = new ulong [n] ;
for (ulong k=0; k<n; ++k) r[k] = k;
ulong nr = n; // number of elements available
// available positions are r[0], ..., r[nr-l]
double *b = tb;
if ( tb==0 ) { b = new double[n]; bi=false; >
if ( !bi ) init_derange3_branch_ratios(b, n);
while ( nr>=2 )
{ const double rat = b[nr-2];
const double t = rndOlO; // 0 <= t < 1
const ulong xl = nr-1; // last element 
const ulong rl = r[xl];
// remove r[xl]=rl from set:
— nr; // swap2(r[xl], r[nr]); // (swap not needed if xl==last)
if ( t < rat ) // join two cycles, leave resulting cycle open{ const ulong x2 = rand_idx(nr); // random element !=last
const ulong r2 = r[x2];
swap2( f [rl], f[r2] ); // join cycles containing f [rl] and f [r2]
>else // connect cycles of 3 elements and remove all{
const ulong x2 = rand_idx(nr); // random element !=last
const ulong r2 = r [x2];
— nr; swap2(r[x2], r[nr]); // remove r[x2]=r2 from set:
const ulong x3 = rand_idx(nr); // random element !=both
const ulong r3 = r[x3];
— nr; swap2(r[x3], r[nr]); // remove r[x3]=r3 from set:
// random cyclic permutation of all three elements: 
swap2( f [rl], f [r3] ); // [c,b,a]
if ( rndOlO < 0.5 ) swap2( f [rl] , f [r2] ); // [b,c,a] 
else swap2( f [r2], f [r3] ); // [c,a,b]
>
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53 >
54
55 if ( tr==0 ) delete [] r;
56 if ( tb==0 ) delete [] b;
57 >
In the routine for general m only the part for the joining m cycles (the e lse  branch 
in the main loop) has to be adapted. We firstly remove m elements from the set. 
Their values do not need to be recorded as they end up in the m consecutive elements 
r[nr-m ], r[nr-m +l], r[nr-m +1], . . . ,  r [ n r - l ] .  The remaining task is to apply a 
cyclic permutation to f [r [nr-m] ], f [r [nr-m+1] ] , f [r [nr-m+1] ] , . . . ,  f [r [n r-1] ]. 
This is easily achieved with Algorithm 3.12 on page 15. Assuming one element has 
already been removed as in given implementation (first few lines in the while-loop), 
we can use the following code:
else // connect cycles of m elements and remove all
for (ulong j=l; j<m; ++j) // get m-1 random positions
{
ulong x = rand_idx(nr);
— nr; swap2(r[x], r[nr]);
>
random_permute_positions_cyclic(f, m, r+nr-m);
10 >
A recursive method for generating combinatorial objects of certain types that include 
permutations with all cycles of size > m is given in [5] (see also [10]). The algorithm 
given there has complexity 0 (n  logn). Amusingly, the problem of generating a 
random derangement is posed as an exercise (without solution) in [23, ex. 19.a, p. 
201] .
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Appendix A
Bit-array
We give the implementation of the bit-array used in chapter 4 on page 19. The 
described class offers several convenient methods that do no exist for the bit-fields 
of the C-language, such as the search for the next set bit. The routines here are also 
a guide for implementing the corresponding mechanisms in languages that do not 
have built-in Boolean arrays.
The value BITS_PER_LONG has to be set to the number of bits in a word of type 
unsigned long (abbreviated as ulong).
1
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class bitarray
// Bit-array class mostly for use as memory saving array of Boolean values. 
// Valid index is 0...nb_-l (as usual in C arrays).
{public:
ulong *f_; 
ulong n_; 
ulong nfw_; 
ulong mp_;
// (ones are 
bool myfq_;
// bit bucket 
// number of bits
// number of words where all bits are used, may be zero 
// mask for partially used word if there is one, else zero 
at the positions of the _unused_ bits)
// whether f [] was allocated by class
We keep the data pub lic to avoid the necessity for various get and set methods. The 
names of the class variables end in an underscore, making them easily identifiable 
in the class methods.
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private:
ulong ctor.core(ulong nbits){ n_ = nbits;
// nw: number of words (incl. partially used), nw>=l 
ulong nw = n_ / BITS_PER_L0NG; // number of words
// nbl: number of bits used in last (partially used) word, 0 if mw==mfw 
ulong nbl = n_ - nw*BITS_PER_LONG; // number of bits used in last word 
nfw_ = nw; // number of fully used words
if ( 0!=nbl ) // there is a partially used word
{ ++nw; // increase total number of words
mp_ = (~0UL) »  (BITS_PER_LONG-nbl); // correct mask for last word
>else mp_ = OUL; 
return nw;
>
The constructor allocates memory by default. If the second argument is nonzero, it 
must point to an accessible memory range of sufficient size:
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bitarray(ulong nbits, ulong *f=0) 
// nbits must be nonzero 
{
ulong nw = ctor_core(nbits); 
if ( f!=0 ){
f -  =  f;myfq_ = false;
>else{ f_ = new ulongCnw]; 
myfq_ = true;
>
“bitarrayO { if ( myfq_ ) delete [] f_; }
The following auxiliary definitions are used to access the n-th bit in the array f
1 #define DIVM0D(n, d, bm) \
2 ulong d = n / BITS_PER_L0NG; \
3 ulong bm = 1UL «  (n */. BITS_PER_L0NG);
45 #define DIVM0D_TEST(n, d, bm) \
6 ulong d = n / BITS_PER_L0NG; \
7 ulong bm = 1UL «  (n ’/, BITS_PER_L0NG); \
8 ulong t = bm & f_ [d];
The division and remnant computations will respectively be optimized to shifts and 
bit-wise ANDs by the compiler.
The methods for testing, setting, clearing, and changing one bit are
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ulong test(ulong n) const 
// Test whether n-th bit set.
•C DIVM0D_TEST(n, d, bm); 
return t ;
>
void set(ulong n)
// Set n-th bit.
{ DIVM0D(n, d, bm); 
f_[d] 1= bm;
>
void clear(ulong n)
// Clear n-th bit.
DIVM0D(n, d, bm); 
f_[d] &= "bm;
>
void change(ulong n)
// Toggle n-th bit.
{
DIVM0D(n, d, bm); 
f_ [d] ~= bm;
>
ulong test_set(ulong n)
// Test whether n-th bit is set and set it.
{
DIVM0D_TEST(n, d, bm); 
f_[d] 1= bm; 
return t ;
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>
ulong test_clear(ulong n)
// Test whether n-th bit is set and clear it.{
DIVMOD_TEST(n, d, bm) ; 
f_[d] &= “bm; 
return t ;
>
ulong test_change(ulong n)
// Test whether n-th bit is set and toggle it.{ DIVMOD_TEST(n, d, bm); 
f_ [d] '= bm; 
return t ;
>
The methods for setting, clearing, or testing all bits in the array are
1 void clear_all()
// Clear all bits.{
for (ulong k=0; k<nfw_; ++k) f_[k] = 0;
if ( mp_ ) f_[nfw_] = 0;
>
void set_all()
// Set all bits.{ for (ulong k=0; k<nfw_; ++k) f_[k] = “OUL;
if ( mp_ ) f_[nfw_] = "OUL;
>
bool all_set_q() const 
// Return whether all bits axe set.
i for (ulong k=0; k<nfw_; ++k) if ( “f_[k] ) return false; 
if ( mp_ ){
ulong z = f_[nfw_] & mp_; 
if ( z!=mp_ ) return false;
>return true;
>
ulong all_clear_q() const 
// Return whether all bits axe clear.
{
for (ulong k=0; k<nfw_; ++k) if ( f_ [k] ) return false; 
if ( mp_ )
{ ulong z = f_[nfw_] & mp_; 
if ( z!=0 ) return false;
>return true;
>
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Methods for finding the next set or clear bit from a given index on are
ulong next_set(ulong n) const
// Return index of next set or value beyond end.
// Note: the given index n is included in the seaxch
while ( (n<n_) && (!test(n)) ) ++n;
return n ;>
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ulong next_clear(ulong n) const
// Return index of next clear or value beyond end.
// Note: the given index n is included in the search{
while ( (n<n_) && (test(n)) ) ++n;
return n ;
>
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Left-right array
The left-right array (or LR-array) is a data structure to keep track of a range of 
indices 0 , . . . ,  n — 1. Every index can have two states, free or set. The LR-array 
implements the following operations in time O (logn): marking the k-th free index 
as set; marking the k-th set index as free; for the i-th (absolute) index, finding how 
many indices of the same type (free or set) are left (or right) to it (including or 
excluding i).
The underlying algorithm is a binary search and similar functionality could be ob­
tained using equivalent data structures such as binary trees. The LR-array is expe- 
cially suited for the fast conversion between permutations and inversion tables, see 
section 7.2 on page 45. If performance is of utmost importance the optimizations 
suggested at the end of this section should be used. The implementation described 
in the following is taken from [2, sect. 4.7]. The data is
1 class left_right_array 
{public:
ulong *fl_; // Free indices Left (including current element)
// in bsearch interval
bool *tg_; // tags: tg[i]==true if and only if index i is free
ulong n_; // total number of indices
ulong f_; // number of free indices
As with the bit-array, we keep the data public to avoid the necessity for various 
get and set methods. The arrays used have n elements:
public:
left_right_array(ulong n) 
{ n_ = n;
fl_ = new ulong[n_]; 
tg_ = new bool[n_]; 
free_all();
10 ~left_right_array()
11 {
12 delete [] fl_;
13 delete [] tg_;
14 >
1516 ulong num_free() const { return f_; }
17 ulong num_set() const { return n_ - f_; }
The initialization routine fre e _ a ll( )  uses a variation of the binary search algo­
rithm. The crucial observation is that the set of all intervals occurring with binary 
search is fixed if the size of the searched array is fixed. For any interval [io,ü] the 
element f 1 [t] where t =  [(iq + ii)/2j contains the number of free positions in [io, t].
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private:
void init_rec(ulong iO, ulong il)
// Set elements of f1 [0,...,n-2] according to empty array a[].
// The element fl[n-l] needs to be set to 1 afterwards.
// Work is 0(n).{
if ( (il-iO)!=0 ){
ulong t = (il+i0)/2; 
init_rec(iO, t); 
init_rec(t+l, il);
>
fl_[il] = il-iO+1; // number of elements in [iO, iO+1, .... il]
public:
void free_all()
// Mark all indices as free.
{ f_ = n_;
for (ulong j=0; j<n_; ++j) tg_[j] = true; 
init_rec(0, n_-l); 
f1_ [n_-l] = 1;
>
Compare the method in it_ r e c ( )  to the following routine for binary search:
1 template <typename Type>
2 ulong bsearch(const Type *f, ulong n, const Type v)
3 // Return index of first element in f [] that equals v
4 // Return n if there is no such element.
5 // f [] must be sorted in ascending order.
6 // Must have n!=07 -C
8 ulong i0=0, il=n-l;
9 while ( iO != il )
10 {
11 ulong t = (il+i0)/2;
12 if ( f[t] < v ) iO = t + 1;
13 else il = t;
14 }
1516 if ( f[il]==v ) return il;
17 else return n; // element not found
18 >
The following method returns the k-th free index:
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ulong get_free_idx(ulong k) const
// Return the k-th ( 0 <= k < num_free() ) free index. 
// Return “0UL if k is out of bounds.
// Work is 0(log(n)).{
if ( k >= num_free() ) return ~0UL;
ulong iO = 0, il = n_-l; 
while ( 1 )
ulong t = (il+i0)/2;
if ( (fl_[t] == k+1) &&. (tg_[t]) ) return t;
if ( fl_[t] > k ) // left:
{ il = t;
>else // right:{
iO = t+1; k-=f1_ [t];
>
>
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f l  [] = 1 2 3 1 5 1 2 1 1  
a [ ] = * * * * * * * * *
----------- f i r s t :  -----------
f l  [] = 0 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 1  
a [ ] = l * * * * * * * *
----------  l a s t : ----------
f 1 [] = 0 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 0  
a [ ] = l * * * * * * * 2
----------  f ir s t :  ----------
f  1 [] = 0 0 1 1 3 1 2 1 0  
a[]= i  3 m  * m  * 2
----------  l a s t : ----------
f l [ ]=  0 0 1 1 3 1 2 0 0  
a []= i 3 * * m  * 4 2
----------  f ir s t :  ----------
f l [ ]  = 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 0  
a[]= 1 3 5 m  m  4 2
(continued)
----------  l a s t : ---------
f  1 [] = 0 0 0 1 2 1  1 0 0  
a [] = 1 3 5 * * * 6 4 2
----------  f ir s t :  ---------
f l [ ]=  0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0  
a [] = 1 3 5 7 * * 6 4 2
----------  l a s t : ---------
f l [ ]=  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
a [] = 1 3 5 7 * 8 6 4 2
----------  f ir s t :  ---------
f l [ ]=  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a[]= 1 3 5 7 9 8 6 4 2
Figure B .l:  Alternately setting the first and last free position in an LR-array. 
Asterisks denote free positions, indices i where tg [ i]  is true.
23 }
The following method returns the k-th free index and marks the corresponding 
element as set. The necessary changes to the arrays fl_ and tg_ are made in the 
process of the computation:
1 ulong get_free_idx_chg(ulong k)
2 // Return the k-th ( 0 <= k < num_free() ) free index.3 // Return "0\JL if k is out of bounds.4 // Change the arrays and fl[] and tg[] reflecting
5 // that index i will be set afterwards.6 // Work is 0(log(n)).
7 {8 if ( k >= num_free() ) return ~0UL;
l8 — f_;
ulong iO = 0, il = n_-l;
13 while ( 1 )
ulong t = (il+i0)/2;
if ( (fl_[t] == k+1) && (tg_[t]) )
{ — f 1_ [t] ; tg_[t] = false; 
return t;
>
if ( fl_[t] > k ) // left:
{ — fl_[t] ; il = t;
}else // right:
{ iO = t+1; k-=f1_[t];
>
For example, the following program sets alternately the first and last free position
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until no free position is left:
1 ulong n = 9;
2 ulong *A = new ulong [n];
3 left_right_array LR(n);
4 LR.free_all();
5
6 // PRINT
7 for (ulong e=0; e<n; ++e
8 {
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15 >
Its output is shown in figure B .l. The method to free the A>th set position is
ulong s = 0; // first free
if ( 0!=(e&l) ) s = LR.num_free()-l; // last free
ulong idx2 = LR.get_free_idx_chg(s);
A[idx2] = e+1;
// PRINT
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ulong get_set_idx_chg(ulong k)
// Return the k-th ( 0 <= k < num_set() ) set index. 
// Return ~0UL if k is out of bounds.
// Change the arrays and f 1 [] and tg[] reflecting 
// that index i will be freed afterwards.
// Work is 0(log(n)).{ if ( k >= num_set() ) return “OUL;
++f_;
ulong iO = 0, il = n_-l; 
while ( 1 ){ ulong t = (il+i0)/2;
// how many elements to the left are set: 
ulong sit = t-iO+1 - fl_[t3;
if ( (sit == k+1) && (tg_[t]==false) )
{
++fl_[t]; 
tg_[t] = true; 
return t ;
>
if ( sit > k ) // left:
{
++fl_[t]; 
il = t;
}else // right:
{ iO = t+1; k-=slt;
>
>
>
The following method returns the number of free indices left of i (and excluding i ):
1 ulong num_FLE(ulong i) const
2 // Return number of
3 // Free indices Left of (absolute) index i (Excluding i).
4 // Work is 0(log(n)).
5 {
6 if ( i >= n_ ) { return ~0UL; > // out of bounds
\ ulong iO =0, il = n_-l;
9 ulong ns = i; // number of set element left to i (including i)
10 while ( 1 )
11 {
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if ( iO==il ) break;
ulong t = (il+i0)/2; 
if ( i<=t ) // left:{ il = t;
>else // right:{ ns -= fl_[t] ; 
iO = t+1;
>
>
return i-ns;
Based on this method are methods to determine the number of free/set indices to the 
left/right, including/excluding the given index. We omit the out-of-bounds clauses 
in the following:
ulong num_FLI(ulong i) const 
// Return number of
// Free indices Left of (absolute) index i (Including i).
{ return num_FLE(i) + tg_[i]; }
ulong num_FRE(ulong i) const
// Return number of
// Free indices Right of (absolute) index i (Excluding i).
{ return num_free() - num_FLI(i); >
1011 ulong num.FRI(ulong i) const
12 // Return number of
13 // Free indices Right of (absolute) index i (Including i).
14 { return num_free() - num_FLE(i); }
1516 ulong num_SLE(ulong i) const
17 // Return number of
18 // Set indices Left of (absolute) index i (Excluding i).
19 { return i - num_FLE(i); >2021 ulong num_SLI(ulong i) const
22 // Return number of
23 // Set indices Left of (absolute) index i (Including i).
24 { return i - num_FLE(i) + !tg_[i]; }
2526 ulong num_SRE(ulong i) const
27 // Return number of
28 // Set indices Right of (absolute) index i (Excluding i).
29 { return num_set() - num_SLI(i); }
3031 ulong num_SRI(ulong i) const
32 // Return number of
33 // Set indices Right of (absolute) index i (Including i).
34 { return num_set0  - i + num_FLE(i); >
Optimizations
With large sizes (say, well beyond the size of the second-level memory cache) much 
of the time is spent waiting for the memory access. Using a structure corresponding 
to an m-ary tree (instead of the binary tree structure we used here) can drastically 
improve the performance. The data on each node should fill at least one cache line 
and be correspondingly aligned in memory.
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Let B be the number of bits in a computer word (usually the C type unsigned long). 
At the terminals, a word can be used as a bit-array to indicate which of the B entries 
are occupied. A fast routine for determining the index of the i-th set bit of the word 
should be used [2, sect. 1.10].
To further improve memory locality, the tags (indicating whether a position is occu­
pied, tg_ in the class) should not be separated from the counts of the free positions 
to the left (fl_  in the class). One way to do this is using one array where the least 
significant bit in each word represents the tag and all higher bits are used for the 
count.
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